RESOLUTION NO. 2018-0252
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
June 19, 2018
Certifying the Environmental Impact Report and Adopting the Mitigation Monitoring
Program for the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion Project
(SCH No. 2017082008)
BACKGROUND
A.

On June 14, 2018, the City’s Design Director conducted a public hearing on, and
provided review and comment on the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation
and Expansion Project.

B.

On June 19, 2018 the City Council conducted a public hearing, for which notice was
given pursuant Sacramento City Code, and received and considered evidence
concerning the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion
Project.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

The City Council finds that the Environmental Impact Report for the Sacramento
Convention Center Renovation and Expansion project (herein EIR) which
consists of the Draft EIR and the Final EIR (Response to Comments) (collectively
the “EIR”) has been completed in accordance with the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines and
the Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures.

Section 2.

The City Council certifies that the EIR was prepared, published, circulated and
reviewed in accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA
Guidelines, and the Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures, and
constitutes an adequate, accurate, objective and complete Final Environmental
Impact Report in full compliance with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA
Guidelines, and the Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures.

Section 3.

The City Council certifies that the EIR has been presented to it, that the City
Council has reviewed the EIR and has considered the information contained in
the EIR prior to acting on the proposed Project, and that the EIR reflects the City
Council’s independent judgment and analysis.
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Section 4.

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15091 and 15093, and in support of its
approval of the Project, the City Council adopts the attached Findings of Fact and
Statement of Overriding Considerations in support of approval of the Project as
set forth in the attached Exhibit A of this Resolution.

Section 5.

Pursuant to CEQA section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines section 15091, and in
support of its approval of the Project, the City Council adopts the Mitigation
Monitoring Plan to require all reasonably feasible mitigation measures be
implemented by means of Project conditions, agreements, or other measures, as
set forth in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan in Exhibit B of this Resolution.

Section 6.

The City Council directs that, upon approval of the Project, the City Manager
shall file a notice of determination with the County Clerk of Sacramento County
and, if the Project requires a discretionary approval from any state agency, with
the State Office of Planning and Research, pursuant to the provisions of CEQA
section 21152.

Section 7.

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15091(e), the documents and other
materials that constitute the record of proceedings upon which the City Council
has based its decision are located in and may be obtained from, the Office of the
City Clerk at 915 I Street, Sacramento, California. The City Clerk is the
custodian of records for all matters before the City Council.

Table of Contents:
Exhibit A-CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the
Sacramento City Convention Center Renovation and Expansion Project
Exhibit B-Mitigation Monitoring Plan for the Sacramento City Convention Center
Renovation and Expansion Project
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Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on June 19, 2018, by the following vote:
Ayes:

Members Ashby, Carr, Guerra, Hansen, Harris, Jennings, Schenirer and
Mayor Steinberg

Noes:

None

Abstain:

None

Absent:

Member Warren

Attest:

Mindy Cuppy
_____________________________________

Digitally signed by Mindy Cuppy
Date: 2018.07.10 13:38:05
-07'00'

Mindy Cuppy, City Clerk
The presence of an electronic signature certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct copy as approved by the
Sacramento City Council.
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Exhibit A
CEQA Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations
for the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion Project
Description of the Project
The Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion project (SCC
project) is designed to expand the capacity of the existing SCC through
renovation of portions of the existing facility, demolition of obsolete components,
and construction of new facilities in their place. The SCC project site is located
within the City of Sacramento’s Central City community. The SCC project site is
generally bounded by 13th Street to the west, 15th Street to the east, J Street to
the north, and K Street to the south. The SCC project site includes the existing
Sacramento Convention Center and adjacent Panattoni Building and outdoor
Activities Plaza, but excludes the Sacramento Community Center Theater.
The proposed SCC project would include the following modifications to the
existing SCC facility in downtown Sacramento:
x

62,260 square feet of additional event space (exhibit halls, meeting rooms,
and ballrooms);

x

15,954 square feet of additional pre-function space (e.g., lobbies, landings);

x

92 square foot increase of retail/cafe space;

x

2,390 square foot reduction of outdoor terrace space; and

x

33,563 square feet of additional support space (e.g., administrative office,
kitchen, store rooms).

The SCC project would also include the demolition of the adjacent Panattoni
Building at 1030 15th Street, which is comprised of 36,085 square feet of
commercial office space.
The renovated and expanded SCC would be a larger structure relative to the
existing facility. Demolition and construction activities would occur throughout the
facility.
Construction and demolition components on the east side of the SCC would
include demolition of the existing Panattoni Building and construction of a new
East Lobby in its place, which would create access to the Convention Center
from 15th Street. The upper levels of the new East Lobby structure would
accommodate meeting space and pre-function uses. The east terrace on the
second level would be reduced in size and meeting rooms would be added.
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Project components on the west side of the existing SCC would include
demolition of the portion of the facility constructed in 1974, which includes 3
exhibition halls and a number of other uses, and construction of a new west
building in its place, which would include new exhibit halls, a new west lobby,
pre-function space facing J Street, and pre-function and service areas. A 40,000sf ballroom that can be broken down into meeting space or operated as a
ballroom, a new kitchen, pre-function space, meeting rooms, and back-of-house
uses such as hallways and service areas would be constructed on the second
level of the new west building.
The new west building would have a larger footprint than the existing west
building. As a result, the building footprint would extend further to the north and
west, reducing available pedestrian space along the building’s 250-foot J Street
frontage by 20 feet and along the building’s 400-foot 13th Street frontage by 20
feet. In addition, the existing 250-foot long, pullout space on J Street would be
replaced by a smaller turnout that would be a single-car width instead of the
existing two-car width turnout. The area of the existing turnout to be eliminated
would be replaced by sidewalk that aligns with the sidewalk that fronts the east
building. This building and sidewalk extension would provide access to the
planned 13th/J Street Downtown/Riverfront Streetcar stop.
At the southwest side of the west building, the landscaped walkway between the
SCC and the Community Center Theater (CCT), to the south, would be
eliminated and replaced with an outdoor Activities Plaza, which would include an
outdoor performance area and gathering space, pedestrian connections, and a
bicycle connection along the K Street, as well as landscaping. Project
components at the basement level of the SCC would also include renovation of
the central plant that provides heating, cooling and power to the Convention
Center and the adjacent CCT.
The proposed expanded and reconfigured SCC would be a venue for an array of
various conference and entertainment events during the year. One of the primary
objectives of the proposed improvements to the SCC would be to allow a more
efficient transition between events, allowing for an increase in the total number of
annual events accommodated at the SCC. The total number of events would be
affected by a number of factors, such as the relative success of Visit Sacramento
in attracting events, and the number of touring events each year. It is estimated
that the proposed SCC would generate an additional 1,790 attendees per event
day.
Different types of events typically are presented on different days and at different
times, and may overlap. For purposes of a conservative analysis, it has been
assumed that on an annual basis there would be events attended by a range of
numbers of attendees with total event attendance ranging from a few hundred
per day for smaller events to over 15,000 per day for the largest events.
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The Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion and 15th/K
Street Hotel Projects EIR analyzed two distinct projects: the Sacramento
Convention Center Renovation and Expansion project (SCC project) and the
15th/K Street Hotel project (Hotel project). The environmental consequences of
each of those projects, both individually and at a cumulative level, were analyzed
in the EIR.
Findings Required Under CEQA
1.

Procedural Findings

The City Council of the City of Sacramento finds as follows:
The Draft EIR for the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and Expansion
and 15th/K Street Hotel Projects (SCH # 2017082008) was prepared, noticed,
published, circulated, reviewed, and completed in full compliance with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et
seq. (“CEQA”), the CEQA Guidelines (14 California Code of Regulations Section
15000 et seq.), and the City of Sacramento environmental guidelines, as follows:
a.
A Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Draft EIR was filed with the
State Clearinghouse (SCH) in the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
(OPR) and with each responsible and trustee agency and was circulated for
public comments from August 2, 2017 through September 1, 2017.
b.
A Notice of Completion (NOC) and copies of the Draft EIR were
distributed to the OPR on November 15, 2017, and to those public agencies that
have jurisdiction by law with respect to the plan, or which exercise authority over
resources that may be affected by the plan, and to other interested parties and
agencies as required by law. The comments of such persons and agencies were
sought.
c.
An official 45-day public review and comment period for the Draft
EIR was established by the OPR. The official OPR public comment period began
on November 15, 2017 and ended on December 29, 2017 (the City accepted
comments until January 2, 2018).
d.
A Notice of Availability (NOA) of the Draft EIR was mailed on
November 15, 2017 to all interested groups, organizations, and individuals who
had previously requested notice in writing. The NOA stated that the City of
Sacramento had completed the Draft EIR and that copies were available at the
City of Sacramento, Community Development Department, 300 Richards
Boulevard, Third Floor, Sacramento, California, 95811, and on the City’s website.
The letter also indicated that the official 45-day public review period for the Draft
EIR would end on January 2, 2018.
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e.
A public notice was placed in the City’s official newspaper, the Daily
Recorder, on November 15, 2017, which stated that the Draft EIR was available
for public review and comment.
f.
A public notice was posted in the office of the Sacramento County
Clerk on November 15, 2017.
g.
The NOA and Draft EIR were published on the City’s website at
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/CommunityDevelopment/Planning/Environmental/Impact-Reports.
i.
Following closure of the public comment period, all comments
received on the Draft EIR during the comment period, the City’s written
responses to the significant environmental points raised in those comments, and
additional information added by the City were added to the Draft EIR to produce
the Final EIR.
j.
The Final EIR was made available for public review and published
on the City’s website at http://www.cityofsacramento.org/CommunityDevelopment/Planning/Environmental/Impact-Reports by June 13, 2018.
k.
Notices were mailed on June 8, 2018 to all federal and state
agencies that provided comments on the Draft EIR. The notice sent to each
agency included that agency’s comment letter and specific responses to its
comment letter.
l.
In certifying the Final EIR, the City Council finds that the Final EIR
does not add significant new information to the Draft EIR that would require
recirculation of the EIR under CEQA because the Final EIR contains no
information revealing (1) any new significant environmental impact that would
result from the proposed plan or from a new or revised mitigation measure
proposed to be implemented, (2) any substantial increase in the severity of a
previously identified environmental impact, (3) any feasible project alternative or
mitigation measures considerably different from others previously analyzed that
would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the plan but that was rejected
by the City, or (4) that the Draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically
inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful public review and comment
were precluded.
2.

Record of Proceedings

The contents of the record of proceedings shall be as set forth in subdivision (e)
of Public Resources Code Section 21167.6. In particular, the following
information is incorporated by reference and made part of the record supporting
these findings:
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a.
The Draft and Final Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and
Expansion and 15th/K Street Hotel Projects EIR and all documents relied upon or
incorporated by reference therein;
b.
The City of Sacramento 2035 General Plan adopted March 3, 2015,
and all updates;
c.
The Master Environmental Impact Report for the City of Sacramento
2035 General Plan certified on March 3, 2015, and all updates;
d.
Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the
Adoption of the Sacramento 2035 General Plan adopted March 3, 2015, and all
updates;
e.
Planning and Development Code of the City of Sacramento, as
amended as of the date of this Resolution;
f.
Blueprint Preferred Scenario for 2050, Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG), December, 2004;
g.
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments’ (SACOG)
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainability Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS), February 2016;
h.
The Mitigation Monitoring Plan for the Sacramento Convention
Center Renovation and Expansion project;
i.
All records of decision, staff reports, memoranda, maps, exhibits,
letters, synopses of meetings, and other documents approved, reviewed, relied
upon, or prepared by any City commissions, boards, officials, consultants, or staff
relating to the project; and
j.
Any other materials required by Public Resources Code Section
21167.6, or other applicable law, to be included in the record of proceedings.
3.

Findings

CEQA requires that the lead agency adopt mitigation measures or alternatives,
where feasible, to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental impacts
that would otherwise occur. Mitigation measures or alternatives are not required,
however, where such changes are infeasible or where the responsibility for the
project lies with some other agency. (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15091, sub. (a),
(b).)
Public Resources Code Section 21061.1 defines “feasible” to mean “capable of
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,
taking into account economic, environmental, social and technological factors.”
CEQA Guidelines Section 15364 includes another factor: “legal” considerations.
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(See also Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (Goleta II) (1990) 52
Cal.3d 553, 565.)
The concept of “feasibility” also encompasses the question of whether a
particular alternative or mitigation measure promotes the underlying goals and
objectives of a project. (City of Del Mar v. City of San Diego (1982) 133
Cal.App.3d 410, 417 (City of Del Mar).) “[F]easibility” under CEQA encompasses
‘desirability’ to the extent that desirability is based on a reasonable balancing of
the relevant economic, environmental, social, and technological factors.” (Ibid.;
see also Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23
Cal.App.4th 704, 715 (Sequoyah Hills); see also California Native Plant Society
v. City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 957, 1001 [after weighing
“‘economic, environmental, social, and technological factors’ ... ‘an agency may
conclude that a mitigation measure or alternative is impracticable or undesirable
from a policy standpoint and reject it as infeasible on that ground’”].)
With respect to a project for which significant impacts are identified that are not
avoided or substantially lessened, a public agency may nevertheless approve the
project if the agency first adopts a statement of overriding considerations setting
forth the specific reasons why the agency found that the project’s “benefits”
rendered “acceptable” its “unavoidable adverse environmental effects.” (CEQA
Guidelines, Sections 15093, 15043, sub. (b); see also Pub. Resources Code,
Section 21081, sub. (b).)
In seeking to effectuate the policy of CEQA to substantially lessen or avoid
significant environmental effects to the extent feasible, an agency, in adopting
findings, need not necessarily address the feasibility of both mitigation measures
and environmentally superior alternatives when contemplating approval of a
proposed project with significant impacts. Where a significant impact can be
mitigated to an “acceptable” level solely by the adoption of feasible mitigation
measures, the agency, in drafting its findings, has no obligation to consider the
feasibility of any environmentally superior alternative that could also substantially
lessen or avoid that same impact — even if the alternative would render the
impact less severe than would the proposed project as mitigated. (Laurel Hills
Homeowners Association v. City Council (1978) 83 Cal.App.3d 515, 521; see
also Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
730-731; and Laurel Heights Improvement Association v. Regents of the
University of California (“Laurel Heights I”) (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 400-403.)
In these Findings, the City first addresses the extent to which each significant
environmental effect can be substantially lessened or avoided through the
adoption of feasible mitigation measures. Only after determining that, even with
the adoption of all feasible mitigation measures, an effect is significant and
unavoidable does the City address the extent to which alternatives described in
the EIR are (i) environmentally superior with respect to that effect and (ii)
“feasible” within the meaning of CEQA.
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In the Statement of Overriding Considerations found at the conclusion of these
Findings, the City identifies the specific economic, social, and other
considerations that, in its judgment, outweigh the significant environmental
effects that the projects would cause.
The California Supreme Court has stated that “[t]he wisdom of approving ... any
development project, a delicate task which requires a balancing of interests, is
necessarily left to the sound discretion of the local officials and their constituents
who are responsible for such decisions. The law as we interpret and apply it
simply requires that those decisions be informed, and therefore balanced.”
(Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (Goleta II) (1990) 52 Cal. 3d
553, 564 [276 Cal. Rptr. 410, 801 P.2d 1161].)
In support of its approval of the plan, the City Council’s findings are set forth
below for each of the potentially significant environmental effects and alternatives
of the SCC project identified in the EIR pursuant to Section 21080 of CEQA and
Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines.
These findings do not attempt to describe the full analysis of each environmental
impact contained in the Final EIR. Instead, a full explanation of these
environmental findings and conclusions can be found in the Final EIR and these
findings hereby incorporate by reference the discussion and analysis in the Final
EIR supporting the determination regarding the impacts of the Projects and
mitigation measures designed to address those impacts. In making these
findings, the City Council ratifies, adopts and incorporates in these findings the
determinations and conclusions of the Final EIR relating to environmental
impacts and mitigation measures except to the extent any such determinations
and conclusions are specifically and expressly modified by these findings.
As set forth below, the City Council adopts and incorporates all of the mitigation
measures set forth in the Final EIR and the attached MMP to substantially lessen
or avoid the potentially significant and significant impacts of the SCC project. The
City Council intends to adopt each of the mitigation measures proposed in the
Final EIR to reduce or eliminate significant impacts resulting from the SCC
project. Accordingly, in the event a mitigation measure recommended in the Final
EIR has inadvertently been omitted in these findings or the MMP, such mitigation
measure is hereby adopted and incorporated in the findings below by reference.
In addition, in the event the language describing a mitigation measure set forth in
these findings or the MMP fails to accurately reflect the mitigation measures in
the Final EIR due to a clerical error, the language of the policies and
implementation measures, as set forth in the Final EIR shall control. The impact
numbers and mitigation measure numbers used in these findings reflect the
information contained in the Final EIR.
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A.
Impacts Found to be Less Than Significant and Thus Requiring
No Mitigation.
Under CEQA, no mitigation measures are required for impacts that are
less than significant. (Pub. Resources Code, Section 21002; CEQA Guidelines,
Sections 15126.4, subd. (a)(3), 15091.) Based on substantial evidence in the
whole record of this proceeding, the City Council finds that implementation of the
projects will not result in any significant impacts in the following areas and that
these impact areas, therefore, do not require mitigation.
Aesthetics, Light and Glare
Impact 4.1-1: The proposed projects could substantially degrade the
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings. (p. 4.123)
Impact 4.1-3: The proposed projects could create a new source of glare. (p.
4.1-31)
Impact 4.1-4: The proposed projects could contribute to substantial
cumulative degradation of the existing visual character or quality in the
vicinity. (p. 4.1-33)
Impact 4.1-5: The proposed projects could contribute to cumulative
sources of substantial light in the area. (p. 4.1-34)
Impact 4.1-6: The proposed projects could contribute to cumulative
sources of glare. (p. 4.1-34)
Air Quality
Impact 4.2-4: Implementation of the proposed projects could result in a
significant increase in CO concentrations. (p. 4.2-32)
Impact 4.2-5: Implementation of the proposed projects could result in
short-term and long-term exposure to Toxic Air Contaminants. (p. 4.2-34)
Impact 4.2-8: The proposed projects would contribute to cumulative
increases in CO concentrations. (p. 4.2-38)
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Impact 4.2-9: Implementation of the proposed projects would contribute to
cumulative increases in short- and long-term exposures to Toxic Air
Contaminants. (p. 4.2-39)
Biological Resources
Impact 4.3-2: The proposed projects could require removal of protected
trees. (p. 4.3-22)
Impact 4.3-3: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination with
other cumulative development, would contribute to the cumulative harm to,
or loss of nesting habitat, for nesting protected bird species. (p. 4.3-23)
Impact 4.3-4: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination with
other cumulative development, would contribute to the cumulative loss of
locally protected trees. (p. 4.3-24)
Cultural Resources
Impact 4.4-2: The proposed projects could cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in CEQA
Guidelines section 15064.5. (p. 4.4-27)
Finding: As discussed on pages 4.4-27 through 4.4-29 of the Draft EIR,
construction and operation of the SCC project alone would result in a less-thansignificant impact to historical resources. Mitigation Measure 4.4-2 would only
apply to the Hotel project, as identified on page 4.4-30 of the Draft EIR.
Impact 4.4-3: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination with
other cumulative development, could contribute to the cumulative loss or
alteration of paleontological resources, or archaeological resources,
including human remains or Tribal Cultural Resources. (p. 4.4-31)
Finding: As discussed on pages 4.4-31 through 4.4-32 of the Draft EIR,
the SCC project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would be less than
considerable. Therefore, no mitigation is required for the SCC project and the
cumulative impact as it relates solely to the SCC project would be less than
significant. Mitigation Measure 4.4-3 would only apply to the Hotel project, as
identified on page 4.4-32 of the Draft EIR.
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Impact 4.4-4: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination with
other cumulative development within the City of Sacramento, could
contribute to the cumulative loss or alteration of historic built resources.
(p. 4.4-32)
Energy Demand and Conservation
Impact 4.5-1: The proposed projects would increase demand for energy,
specifically electricity and natural gas, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects. (p. 4.5-10)
Impact 4.5-2: The proposed projects could result in the wasteful, inefficient,
or unnecessary use of energy. (p. 4.5-13)
Finding: As discussed on pages 4.5-13 through 4.5-14 of the Draft EIR,
construction and operation of the SCC project alone would result in a less-thansignificant impact to energy use. Mitigation Measure 4.5-2 would only apply to
the Hotel project, as identified on page 4.5-16 of the Draft EIR.
Impact 4.5-3: The proposed projects, in combination with other cumulative
development, would contribute to cumulative increases in demand for
energy. (p. 4.5-17)
Global Climate Change
Impact 4.6-1: The proposed projects could conflict with the City of
Sacramento’s Internal Operations Climate Action Plan. (p. 4.6-16)
Impact 4.6-2: Implementation of the proposed projects could conflict with
the City of Sacramento’s Community-Wide Climate Action Plan. (p. 4.6-18)
Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact 4.7-1: The proposed projects could degrade water quality during
construction. (p. 4.7-13)
Impact 4.7-2: Operation of the proposed projects could generate new
sources of polluted runoff and degrade water quality. (p. 4.7-15)
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Impact 4.7-3: The proposed projects could adversely affect groundwater
levels or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level. (p. 4.7-16)
Impact 4.7-4: Construction and operation of the proposed projects, in
combination with other cumulative development, could contribute to
cumulative degradation of water quality. (p. 4.7-18)
Impact 4.7-5: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination with
other cumulative development, could contribute to cumulative effects on
groundwater levels. (p. 4.7-19)
Noise and Vibration
Impact 4.8-2: Operation of uses developed pursuant to the proposed
projects could increase local traffic that could result in a substantial
permanent increase in ambient exterior noise levels in the project vicinity
or conflict with the City of Sacramento noise standards. (p. 4.8-18)
Impact 4.8-4: The proposed projects could result in residential interior
noise levels of 45 dBA Ldn or greater caused by noise level increases due to
project operation. (p. 4.8-27)
Impact 4.8-8: The proposed projects would contribute to cumulative
increases in traffic noise levels. (p. 4.8-35)
Impact 4.8-9: Development pursuant to the proposed projects would
contribute to cumulative increases in stationary noise levels. (p. 4.8-37)
Impact 4.8-10: Implementation of the proposed projects would contribute to
cumulative increases in residential interior noise levels of 45 dBA Ldn or
greater. (p. 4.8-38)
Transportation
Impact 4.9-1: The proposed projects could worsen conditions at
intersections in the City of Sacramento. (p. 4.9-83)
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Impact 4.9-9: The proposed projects could fail to adequately provide
access to transit under cumulative conditions. (p. 4.9-100)
Impact 4.9-12: The proposed projects could cause construction-related
traffic impacts under cumulative conditions. (p. 4.9-103)
Utilities
Impact 4.10-2: The proposed projects would increase demand for
wastewater treatment. (p. 4.10-10)
Impact 4.10-4: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination
with other cumulative development, would contribute to cumulative
increases in demand for wastewater treatment capacity at the SRWWTP. (p.
4.10-12)
Impact 4.10-5: The collection or disposal of additional solid waste
generated by the proposed projects would result in adverse physical
environmental effects. (p. 10-19)
Impact 4.10-6: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination
with other cumulative development, would contribute to cumulative
increases in solid waste. (p. 4.10-21)
B.
Significant or Potentially Significant Impacts Mitigated to a
Less Than Significant Level.
The following significant and potentially significant environmental impacts
of the projects, including cumulative impacts, would be mitigated to a less-thansignificant level and are set out below. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of CEQA
and Section 15091(a)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, as to each such impact, the
City Council, based on the evidence in the record before it, finds that changes or
alterations incorporated into the projects by means of conditions or otherwise,
mitigate, avoid or substantially lessen to a level of insignificance these significant
or potentially significant environmental impacts of the projects. The basis for the
finding for each identified impact is set forth below.
Aesthetics, Light and Glare
Impact 4.1-2: The proposed projects could create a new source of
substantial light. (p. 4.1-29)
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Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure(s) has been
adopted to address this impact:
4.1-2(a)
Exterior lighting included shall incorporate fixtures and light sources that
focus light on-site to minimize spillover light.
4.1-2(c)
Prior to issuance of a building permit for the SCC, the City shall develop
plans and specifications for the proposed lighting displays and establish
maximum luminance levels for the displays subject to review and approval
of the City’s Urban Design Manager. The City shall review and monitor the
installation and testing of the displays, in order to ensure compliance with
all City lighting regulations and these mitigation measures.
4.1-2(d)
Project lighting shall not cause more than two foot-candles of lighting
intensity or direct glare from the light source at any residential property.
Finding: With implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.1-2(a), 4.1-2(c), and 4.12(d), new nighttime light from elements of the proposed SCC project would be
sufficiently reduced to avoid disturbance of sensitive receptors. With
implementation of the above mitigation measures, this impact would be reduced
to a less-than-significant level. Mitigation Measure 4.1-2(b) is not listed here
because it applies solely to the Hotel project, as described on page 4.1-31 of the
Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Air Quality
Impact 4.2-1: Implementation of the proposed projects could conflict with
or obstruct implementation of an applicable air quality plan. (p. 4.2-19)
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure(s) has been
adopted to address this impact:
4.2-1
The project applicant shall implement the emission reduction strategies
contained in the SCC project and Hotel project AQMP (see Appendix C2),
or other strategies which achieve equivalent reductions, as approved by
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the SMAQMD, in order to achieve a minimum 16.4 percent reduction in
NOXe. Endorsement of the AQMP by the SMAQMD shall be obtained prior
to issuance of building permits. Documentation confirming implementation
of the AQMP shall be provided to the SMAQMD and the City of
Sacramento prior to issuance of occupancy permits.
Finding:
The SMAQMD recommends that lead agencies require projects
exceeding their significance thresholds of ROG and/or NOX to reduce their ozone
precursor emissions by 15 percent. SMAQMD calculates this 15 percent using
NOXe, which is calculated by adding the mitigated ROG emissions (divided by 7)
to mitigated NOX emissions. Using the SMAQMD Recommended Guidance for
Land Use Emission Reduction, an AQMP was prepared demonstrating that the
SCC project could achieve the requisite percent reduction of NOXe after all
proposed design features have been implemented; the AQMP can be found in
Appendix C2.
With implementation of the above mitigation measure, the SCC project would
result in a 16.4 percent reduction in NOXe emissions after mitigation. Therefore,
because the SCC project would be consistent with the land use parameters
established in the SACOG MTP/SCS and would incorporate provisions that
would reduce unmitigated emissions by at least 15 percent, the impact would be
less than significant.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.2-2: Construction of the proposed projects would result in shortterm emissions of NOX, PM10, and PM2.5. (p. 4.2-21)
Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure(s) has been
adopted to address this impact:
4.2-2(a)
The City shall require all construction plans to include the following
required SMAQMD Basic Construction Emission Control Practices:
x Water all exposed surfaces two times daily. Exposed surfaces
include, but are not limited to soil piles, graded areas, unpaved
parking areas, staging areas, and access roads.
x Cover or maintain at least two feet of free board space on haul
trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material on the site. Any
haul trucks that would be traveling along freeways or major
roadways shall be covered.
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x Use wet power vacuum street sweepers to remove any visible trackout mud or dirt onto adjacent public roads at least once a day. Use
of dry power sweeping is prohibited.
x Limit vehicle speeds on unpaved roads to 15 miles per hour (mph).
x Pave all roadways, driveways, sidewalks, parking lots as soon as
possible. In addition, building pads shall be laid immediately after
grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.
x Minimize idling time either by shutting equipment off when not in use
or reducing the time of idling to 5 minutes (as required by the state
airborne toxics control measure [Title 13, Section 2485 of the
California Code of Regulations]). Provide clear signage that posts
this requirement for workers at the entrances to the site.
x Maintain all construction equipment in proper working condition
according to manufacturer’s specifications. The equipment shall be
checked by a certified mechanic and determine to be running in
proper condition before it is operated.
4.2-2(b)
The City shall require all construction plans to include the following
SMAQMD Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices:
x Provide a comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction
equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be
used an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of the
proposed project to the City and the SMAQMD. The inventory shall
include the horsepower rating, engine model year, and projected
hours of use for each piece of equipment. The construction
contractor shall provide the anticipated construction timeline
including start date, and name and phone number of the project
manager and on-site foreman. This information shall be submitted
at least four business days prior to the use of subject heavy-duty
off-road equipment. The inventory shall be updated and submitted
monthly throughout the duration of construction, except that an
inventory shall not be required for any 30-day period in which no
construction activity occurs.
x Provide a plan in conjunction with the equipment inventory,
approved by the SMAQMD, demonstrating that the heavy-duty (50
horsepower or more) off-road vehicles to be used in the
construction project, including owned, leased, and subcontractor
vehicles, will achieve a project wide fleet-average 20 percent NOX
reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the
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most recent CARB fleet average. Acceptable options for reducing
emissions may include use of late model engines, low-emission
diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, aftertreatment products, and/or other options as they become available.
x Emissions from all off-road diesel powered equipment used on the
project site shall not exceed 40 percent opacity for more than three
minutes in any one hour. Any equipment found to exceed 40
percent opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0) shall be repaired immediately,
and the City and SMAQMD shall be notified within 48 hours of
identification of non-compliant equipment. A visual survey of all inoperation equipment shall be made at least weekly, and a monthly
summary of the visual survey results shall be submitted throughout
the duration of the project, except that the monthly summary shall
not be required for any 30-day period in which no construction
activity occurs. The monthly summary shall include the quantity and
type of vehicles surveyed as well as the dates of each survey. The
SMAQMD and/or other officials may conduct periodic site
inspections to determine compliance. Nothing in this measure shall
supersede other SMAQMD or state rules or regulations.
x If at the time of granting of each building permit, the SMAQMD has
adopted a more restrictive regulation applicable to construction
emissions, the City may completely or partially replace this
mitigation with compliance with the new regulation. Consultation
with the SMAQMD prior to construction will be necessary to make
this determination.
4.2-2(c)
The City shall require grading or improvement plans to include the
following SMAQMD Fugitive Dust Control Practices:
x Water exposed soil with adequate frequency for continued moist
soil.
x Suspend excavation, grading, and/or demolition activity when wind
speeds exceed 20 mph.
x Install wind breaks (e.g., solid fencing) on windward side(s) of
construction areas.
x Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off all trucks and
equipment leaving the site.
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x Treat site accesses to a distance of 100 feet from the paved road
with a 6 to 12-inch layer of wood chips, mulch, or gravel to reduce
generation of road dust and road dust carryout onto public roads.
x Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to
contact at the lead agency regarding dust complaints. This person
shall respond and take corrective action within 48 hours. The phone
number of the District shall also be visible to ensure compliance.
4.2-2(d)
Prior to the issuance of a building permit, developers shall quantify the
construction emissions of NOX. The City shall require all construction
plans to include the following SMAQMD off-site fee mitigation:
x The project applicant shall pay into the SMAQMD’s construction
mitigation fund to offset construction-generated emissions of NOX
that exceed SMAQMD’s daily emission threshold of 85 ppd. The
project applicants shall coordinate with the SMAQMD for payment
of fees into the Heavy-Duty Low-Emission Vehicle Program
designed to reduce construction related emissions within the
region. Fees shall be paid based upon the applicable current
SMAQMD Fee. The applicants shall keep track of actual equipment
use and their NOX emissions so that mitigation fees can be
adjusted accordingly for payment to the SMAQMD.
Finding:
With implementation of the mitigation measures, fugitive dust would
be controlled, exhaust emissions would be reduced on-site, and mitigation fees
would be provided to SMAQMD for project NOX emissions that exceed the
SMAQMD significance threshold. SMAQMD uses the fees to fund off-site
projects and programs that would offset the project’s NOX emissions.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.2-2 would reduce construction emissions
from the proposed project to levels shown in Tables 4.2-8, 4.2-10, 4.2-12, or 4.214. Emissions of NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions would be reduced to levels
below the respective thresholds. These measures would reduce project-related
construction emissions of NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 to less-than-significant levels.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.2-6: Implementation of the proposed projects would contribute to
cumulative increases in short-term (construction) emissions. (p. 4.2-36)
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Mitigation Measures: The following mitigation measure(s) has been
adopted to address this impact:
4.2-6
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.2-2.
Finding:
With implementation of the above mitigation measure for the
proposed SCC, exhaust emissions would be reduced onsite and mitigation fees
would be provided to SMAQMD to offset project NOX emissions that exceed the
SMAQMD significance threshold. SMAQMD uses these fees to fund off-site
projects that would offset the project’s NOX emissions. Although cumulative NOX
emissions in the SVAB would be significant due to existing violations in the
region, with implementation of the above mitigation measure, the contribution
from the proposed SCC would be reduced to a level that would result in a less
than considerable contribution to the significant cumulative impact, and the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Biological Resources
Impact 4.3-1: The proposed projects could disturb nesting migratory birds.
(p. 4.3-21)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.3-1
The project applicant shall conduct any tree removal activities required for
project construction outside of the migratory bird breeding season
(February 1 through August 31) where feasible. For any construction
activities that will occur between February 1 and August 31, the applicant
shall conduct preconstruction surveys in suitable nesting habitat within 50
feet of the construction area for nesting migratory birds. Surveys shall be
conducted by a qualified biologist (one experienced with bird surveys). In
addition, all trees slated for removal during the nesting season shall be
surveyed by a qualified biologist no more than 48-hours before removal to
ensure that no nesting birds are occupying the tree.
If active nests are found during the survey, the applicant shall implement
mitigation measures to ensure that the species will not be adversely
affected, which would include establishing a no-work buffer zone (subject
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to conditional work within the buffer, as described in sub-measure (b),
below), as approved by CDFW, around the active nest.
Measures may include, but would not be limited to:
a) For migratory birds, a no-work buffer zone shall be established, and
approved by CDFW, around the active nest. The no-work buffer may
vary depending on species and site specific conditions as approved by
CDFW.
b) Depending on conditions specific to each nest, and the relative location
and rate of construction activities, it may be feasible for construction to
occur as planned within the buffer without impacting the breeding
effort. In this case (to be determined on an individual basis, in
consultation with the City and CDFW), the nest(s) shall be monitored
by a qualified biologist during construction within the buffer. If, in the
professional opinion of the monitor, the project would impact the nest,
the biologist shall immediately inform the construction manager. The
construction manager shall stop construction activities within the buffer
until the nest is no longer active. Completion of the nesting cycle shall
be determined by a qualified biologist.
Finding:
With the implementation of the mitigation measure listed above, the
proposed SCC would not cause a substantial reduction in local population size or
reduce reproductive success to migratory bird species.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Cultural Resources
Impact 4.4-1: Construction of the proposed projects could cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a paleontological
resource, or an archaeological resource, including human remains or tribal
cultural resources. (p. 4.4-23)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.4-1(a)
A preconstruction training session conducted by a qualified archaeologist
shall be held for all construction personnel and staff performing excavation
activities on the project site. Training materials shall address procedures
to be followed and appropriate conduct to be adhered to if unanticipated
archaeological materials are encountered during the project work. All
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construction personnel involved in earth moving activities shall attend
preconstruction training in person prior to the start of construction.
Training shall include:
x The purpose of archaeological monitoring;
x How to identify archaeological resources;
x How to respond to the discovery of a potential resource; and
x How to maintain proper discovery records and adhere to
professional protocols during construction.
4.4-1(b)
In the event that unanticipated archaeological resources and/or human
remains are encountered during construction, compliance with federal and
State regulations and guidelines regarding the treatment of cultural
resources and/or human remains shall be required.
i.
If prehistoric or historic-period archaeological resources are
encountered during project implementation, all construction activities
within 100 feet shall halt and the City shall be notified.
1) A qualified archaeologist, defined as one meeting the Secretary of
the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for Archeology,
shall inspect the findings within 24 hours of discovery and report
the results of the inspection to the City.
2) In the event that the identified archaeological resource is
determined to be prehistoric, the City and qualified archaeologist
will coordinate with and solicit input from the appropriate Native
American Tribal Representatives regarding significance and
treatment of the resource as a tribal cultural resource. Any tribal
cultural resources discovered during project work shall be treated in
consultation with the tribe, with the goal of preserving in place with
proper treatment.
3) If the City determines that the resource qualifies as a historical
resource or a unique archaeological resource (as defined pursuant
to the CEQA Guidelines) and that the project has potential to
damage or destroy the resource, mitigation shall be implemented in
accordance with PRC Section 21083.2 and CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.4. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(b)(3), mitigation shall be accomplished through either
preservation in place or, if preservation in place is not feasible, data
recovery through excavation.
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4) If preservation in place is feasible, this may be accomplished
through one of the following means: (1) modifying the construction
plan to avoid the resource; (2) incorporating the resource within
open space; (3) capping and covering the resource before building
appropriate facilities on the resource site; or (4) deeding the
resource site into a permanent conservation easement.
5) If avoidance or preservation in place is not feasible, a qualified
archaeologist shall prepare and implement a detailed treatment
plan to recover the scientifically consequential information from and
about the resource, which shall be reviewed and approved by the
City prior to any excavation at the resource site.
6) Treatment of unique archaeological resources shall follow the
applicable requirements of PRC Section 21083.2, including creation
of a treatment plan. Treatment for most resources would consist of
(but would not be limited to) sample excavation, artifact collection,
site documentation, and historical research, with the aim to target
the recovery of important scientific data contained in the portion(s)
of the significant resource to be impacted by the project. The
treatment plan shall include provisions for analysis of data in a
regional context, reporting of results within a timely manner,
curation of artifacts and data at an approved facility, and
dissemination of reports to local and state repositories, libraries,
and interested professionals.
ii.
In the event of discovery or recognition of any human remains
during project implementation, project construction activities within 100
feet of the find shall cease until the Sacramento County Coroner has been
contacted to determine that no investigation of the cause of death is
required. If the County Coroner determines the remains are of Native
American origin, they shall contact the NAHC to identify the Most Likely
Descendant (MLD). The MLD shall be asked to make a recommendation
to the landowner for treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the
human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in Public
Resources Code Section 5097.98. The City shall comply with
requirements identified by the NAHC for the appropriate means of treating
the human remains and any associated funerary objects (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5[d]).
iii.
If discovery is made of items of paleontological interest, the
contractor shall immediately cease all work activities in the vicinity (within
approximately 100 feet) of the discovery. After cessation of excavation the
contractor shall immediately contact the City. The contractor shall not
resume work until authorization is received from the City. Any inadvertent
discovery of paleontological resources during construction shall be
evaluated by a qualified paleontologist. If it is determined that the project
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could damage a unique paleontological resource (as defined pursuant to
the CEQA Guidelines), mitigation shall be implemented in accordance with
PRC Section 21083.2 and Section 15126.4 of the CEQA Guidelines. If
avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall develop a treatment plan
in consultation with the City.
Finding:
The mitigation measure(s) address the training of a construction
crew and discovery of unanticipated archaeological resources, tribal cultural
resources, and human remains. Implementation of pre-construction training and
accidental discovery procedures during construction would lessen anticipated
impacts to prehistoric and historic-period archaeological resources, by ensuring
that previously unidentified archaeological resources and human remains are
protected.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Energy Demand and Conservation
Finding:
No mitigation is required for the identified potential impacts from the
SCC project to Energy Demand and Conservation that are evaluated in the Draft
EIR. As discussed on pages 4.5-13 through 4.5-14 of the Draft EIR, construction
and operation of the SCC project alone would result in a less-than-significant
impact to energy use. Mitigation Measure 4.5-2 would only apply to the Hotel
project, as identified on page 4.5-16 of the Draft EIR.
Global Climate Change
Finding:
No mitigation is required for the identified potential impacts from the
SCC project to Global Climate Change that are evaluated in the Draft EIR.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Finding:
No mitigation is required for the identified potential impacts from the
SCC project to hydrology and water quality that are evaluated in the Draft EIR.
Noise and Vibration
Impact 4.8-3: Operation of uses developed pursuant to the proposed
projects could introduce new stationary noise sources that could result in
a substantial permanent increase in ambient exterior noise levels in the
project vicinity or conflict with the City of Sacramento noise standards. (p.
4.8-23)
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Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.8-3
The project applicant shall be required to limit speakers at outdoor stages
to be no louder than 100 dBA measured five (5) feet from the source.
Finding:
Implementation of mitigation measure described above would
reduce noise exposure at nearby sensitive land uses during major events by not
allowing speakers to exceed 100 dBA from a distance of five feet. CadnaA was
used to estimate the propagation of noise from the proposed outdoor community
Center with implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.8-3. Both the St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church and Maydestone apartments would be located outside of the
50 dBA Leq noise contour and would be exposed to amplified noise levels that
would not exceed the City’s exterior noise standard.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Transportation
Impact 4.9-2: The proposed projects could adversely affect public transit
operations. (p. 4.9-84)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-2
Implement Event Transportation Management Plan (ETMP) to the
satisfaction of the City Traffic Engineer and subject to the performance
standards set forth within it including:
1. Pedestrian Flows: Through pedestrian flow management,
pedestrians do not spill out of sidewalks onto streets with moving
vehicles, or out of crosswalks when crossing the street, particularly
along J Street, K Street, 13th Street, and 15th Street.
2. Bicycle Flows: During events that utilize the outdoor Activities Plaza,
ensure that east-west bicycle travel is accommodated within the
vicinity of the SCC (between 13th and 14th streets).
3. Vehicle Queuing: Traffic on eastbound J Street does not queue
back due to event-related traffic, particularly eastbound right-turning
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vehicles conflicting with pedestrians crossing the south leg
crosswalk at the J Street/13th Street intersection.
4. Bus/Paratransit: Specific locations are provided to accommodate
public buses and paratransit vehicle stops within one block of the
SCC.
5. Ridesharing: Specific locations are provided for pick-up / drop-off
areas such that Transportation Network Companies (e.g., Uber,
Lyft), taxis, and other ridesharing services do not impede vehicular
or pedestrian flow.
6. Truck Staging: Delivery trucks exclusively use the truck bays
located along K Street west of 15th Street and do not block
vehicular or bicycle access for extended periods of time.
The ETMP is included in Appendix L. It would be implemented for all large
events with a combined daily attendance of 5,000 persons or more
between the SCC and hotel event space. Due to the variation in event
size, type, location, and travel characteristics, specific ETMP elements
should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine the
appropriateness for a specific event day. Key ETMP elements relevant to
large events centered at the SCC facility include the following:
x

At the J Street/13th Street intersection, position equipment and
multiple traffic control officers (TCOs) and operate the intersection in
one of the following two ways:
1. Implement Option 1 (illustrated in Figure 4.9-22), which includes the
following temporary measures:
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Convert the northbound approach to right-turn only and
prohibit through movements using traffic cones and advance
warning signage.



Convert the southbound approach to one through lane and
one left-turn lane using traffic cones and advance warning
signage.



Prohibit use of the east leg crosswalk using barricades and
TCOs.



Operate the north/south approaches as permissive (i.e.,
operate concurrently) signal phases.



Maintain same cycle length to facilitate coordinated through
traffic progression, though signal offset may need to be
adjusted.
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2. Implement Option 2 (illustrated in Figure 4.9-23, which includes the
following temporary measures:

x



TCOs temporarily take control of the intersection and switch
signal operations to flashing red.



TCOs prohibit vehicles from entering the intersection during
a 20-second pedestrian crossing window, whereby TCOs
wave through pedestrians to cross at all marked crosswalks
and diagonally through the intersection.



TCOs prohibit pedestrians from entering crosswalks outside
of the pedestrian crossing window and wave through
vehicles. TCOs provide approximately 50, 17, and 13
seconds for the eastbound, northbound, and southbound
vehicular flows, respectively. These approaches would
maintain the same lane configurations as currently present.

At the K Street/13th Street intersection, position multiple TCOs to
manage pedestrian and vehicular traffic flows.

Finding:
With the implementation of the mitigation measure listed above, the
temporary ETMP measures described above would diminish queuing, reduce
delay, and improve travel times along J Street. Option 1 listed above would
reduce delays at the J Street/12th Street intersection from 51 seconds (without
the ETMP) to 22 seconds (with the ETMP) and delays at the J Street/13th Street
intersection from 55 seconds to 29 seconds during the PM peak hour. Option 1
would also reduce the travel time on eastbound J Street from 12th Street to
16th Street by approximately one minute during the PM peak hour. This would
yield travel times that would be 20 seconds faster than Baseline No Project
conditions. The reduced delay and shortened travel time would enable buses to
improve on-time performance.
Option 2 would reduce delays at the J Street/12th Street intersection from 51
seconds (without the ETMP) to 31 seconds (with the ETMP) and delays at the
J Street/13th Street intersection from 55 seconds to 43 seconds during the PM
peak hour. Option 2 would also reduce the travel time on eastbound J Street
from 12th Street to 16th Street by approximately forty seconds during the PM peak
hour, restoring travel times to approximately the same amount of time as
Baseline No Project conditions. The reduced delay and shortened travel time
would enable buses to improve on-time performance.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
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Impact 4.9-3: The proposed projects could fail to adequately provide
access to transit. (p. 4.9-89)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-3
i.

Coordinate with relevant transit providers, as necessary, to identify
a suitable replacement bus stop location and design that does not
substantially alter existing service operations.

ii.

Install replacement bus stop on 15th Street near J Street. Potential
replacement options include:
a. Installation of bus stop on the west side of 15th Street
immediately south of J Street, north of proposed passenger
loading zone.
b. Integration of bus stop within the proposed SCC passenger
loading zone on 15th Street. The bus stop should include
enhanced passenger amenities including shelter, seating,
and transit information signage. A portion of the loading zone
should be reserved for exclusive use by public transit
operators. Sufficient curb space should be reserved to
accommodate at least one standard 40-foot bus at a given
time.

iii.

Ensure that the replacement bus stop is constructed and
operational prior to the closure of the existing bus stop.

Finding:
The installation of a replacement bus stop would minimize the effect
of the bus stop removal on existing passengers. Also, relocation of the bus stop
along existing route alignments would allow transit operators to maintain existing
routes without requiring detours or deviations. Since two options are available to
relocate the bus stop, the SCC controls the frontage associated with Option B,
and similar bus stop relocations have been implemented elsewhere in downtown,
this is considered a feasible mitigation measure.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-4: The proposed projects could adversely affect existing or
planned bicycle facilities or fail to provide for access by bicycle. (p. 4.9-90)
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Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-4(a)
i.

As part of the event transportation management plan (ETMP),
station multiple traffic control officers (TCOs) at the
K Street/13th Street intersection to facilitate bicycle crossings during
large events.

ii.

During outdoor events, ensure that east-west bicycle travel is
accommodated within the vicinity of the SCC (between 13th and
14th streets). Potential options include:
a. Maintain clear path of travel along the planned Class I bike
path through the project site during outdoor events. Situate
fencing and/or barriers in a manner that does not physically
block the planned bike path. Install signage notifying event
attendees of the presence of the bike path and discouraging
event attendees from dwelling on the path.
b. Provide viable east-west bicycle detour around the SCC site
during outdoor events. Detours should be sufficiently signed
and marked to provide bicyclists with a clear path of travel.

Finding:
The presence of TCOs would reduce conflicts between
bicyclists/pedestrians on K Street and vehicles on 13th Street without adversely
impacting 13th Street vehicular traffic (by virtue of its modest volumes). Mitigation
Measure 4.9-4(b) is not listed here because it applies solely to the Hotel project,
as described on page 4.9-91 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-5: The proposed projects could adversely affect existing or
planned pedestrian facilities or fail to provide for access for pedestrians.
(p. 4.9-92)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-5(a)
i.

Install pedestrian bulbouts at the following locations:
a. J Street/13th Street intersection – northwest corner
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b. K Street/15th Street intersection – northeast, southeast, and
southwest corners
ii.

Install 15-foot wide continental crosswalks at the following locations:
a. J Street/13th Street intersection – all legs
b. J Street/14th Street intersection – east and west legs
c. J Street/15th Street intersection – west leg
d. K Street/15th Street intersection – all legs

iii.

As part of the ETMP, implement the following temporary measures
(illustrated in Figure 4.9-24):
a. At the J Street/13th Street intersection, under Option 1
described above, extend walk intervals to 60, 60, and 21
seconds for the north, south, and west leg crossings,
respectively. Under Option 2, TCOs would take manual
control of the intersection and operate the intersection with a
20-second pedestrian crossing window.
b. At the K Street/13th Street intersection, position multiple
TCOs to manage pedestrian and vehicular traffic flows.

Finding:
The mitigation measure described above would improve pedestrian
operations to acceptable LOS D or better conditions (see Appendix L of the Draft
EIR for technical calculations) through the implementation of Option 1 as
described fully under Mitigation Measure 4.9-2 and illustrated in Figure 4.9-22 of
the Draft EIR.
4.9-5(b)
Implement the ETMP (included in Appendix L) for all large events with a
combined daily attendance of 5,000 persons or more between the SCC
and hotel event space. Due to the variation in event size, type, location,
and travel characteristics, specific ETMP elements should be reviewed on
a case-by-case basis to determine the appropriateness for a specific event
day. Key ETMP elements relevant to large events centered at the hotel
event space include the following:
a. Prohibit westbound traffic from entering the segment of K Street
between 15th Street and 16th Street. Position traffic cones,
barricades, and signage to prohibit northbound left-turn and
westbound through movements at the K Street/16th Street
intersection.
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b. Position a single Traffic Control Officer at the K Street/15th Street and
K Street/16th Street intersections to monitor conditions.
c. At the K Street/13th Street intersection, position multiple TCOs to
manage pedestrian and vehicular traffic flows. Position traffic cones
and warning signage along east curbside to prevent passenger
loading activity from blocking crosswalks.
Finding:
The mitigation measure described above would divert 230 PM peak
hour vehicular trips away from heavy pedestrian flows at the K Street/15th Street
intersection, reducing the potential for vehicle-pedestrian conflicts. These trips
would instead travel northbound on 16th Street, where it is not expected that any
subsequent significant indirect impacts would occur.
Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(c) is not listed here because it applies solely to the
Hotel project, as described on page 4.9-95 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-6: The proposed projects could cause construction-related
traffic impacts. (p. 4.9-95)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-6(a)
i.

Before issuance of any demolition or building permits for any phase
of the project, the project applicant shall prepare a detailed
Construction Traffic Management Plan that will be subject to review
and approval by the City Department of Public Works, in
consultation with affected transit providers, and local emergency
service providers including the City of Sacramento Fire and Police
departments. The plan shall ensure that acceptable operating
conditions on local roadways are maintained. At a minimum, the
plan shall include:
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x

The number of truck trips, time, and day of street closures

x

Time of day of arrival and departure of trucks

x

Limitations on the size and type of trucks, provision of a
staging area with a limitation on the number of trucks that
can be waiting

x

Provision of a truck circulation pattern
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x

Identification of detour routes and signing plan for street
closures

x

Provision of driveway access plan so that safe vehicular,
pedestrian, and bicycle movements are maintained (e.g.,
steel plates, minimum distances of open trenches, and
private vehicle pick up and drop off areas)

x

Maintain safe and efficient access routes for emergency
vehicles and transit

x

Manual traffic control when necessary

x

Proper advance warning and posted signage concerning
street/lane closures

x

Provisions for pedestrian and bicycle safety

A copy of the approved construction traffic management plan shall
be submitted to local emergency response agencies and transit
providers, and these agencies shall be notified at least 30 days
before the commencement of construction that would partially or
fully obstruct roadways.
ii.

The project applicant, in coordination with the City of Sacramento,
Regional Transit, and other transit providers within the project
vicinity and subject to their approval, shall identify temporary bus
stop locations and cause ADA-compliant replacement bus stop
facilities to be constructed in place of any bus stops that need to be
temporarily closed during project construction. The relocation of
bus stops may have a secondary impact related to the
loss/relocation of a small number of on-street parking spaces
and/or loading zones. This secondary impact would not be
significant.

Finding:
Implementation of the mitigation measure described above would
ensure that acceptable operating conditions on local roadways are maintained.
Mitigation Measure 4.9-6(b) is not listed here because it applies solely to the
Hotel project, as described on page 4.9-96 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-7: The proposed projects could worsen cumulative conditions at
intersections in the City of Sacramento. (p. 4.9-97)
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Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-7(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-2.
Finding:
With implementation of the mitigation measure listed above, the
temporary ETMP described above would diminish queuing and reduce delay
along J Street, improving conditions for all modes of travel. Mitigation Measure
4.9-7(b) is not listed here because it applies solely to the Hotel project, as
described on page 4.9-99 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-8: The proposed projects could adversely affect cumulative
public transit operations. (p. 4.9-99)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-8(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-2 (SCC) (ETMP).
Finding:
With implementation of the mitigation measure described above, the
temporary ETMP measures would diminish queuing and reduce delay along
J Street, improving public transit travel time, on-time performance, and service
reliability.
4.9-8(b)
Final SCC project site plan shall not prohibit construction, by others, of
future Downtown Riverfront Streetcar stop on the south side of J Street
east of 13th Street.
Finding:
With implementation of the mitigation described above, cumulative
public transit operations would be improved by allowing for the construction of
the planned Downtown Riverfront Streetcar stop.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
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Impact 4.9-10: The proposed projects could adversely affect planned
bicycle facilities or fail to provide for access by bicycle under cumulative
conditions. (p. 4.9-101)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-10(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-4(a) (SCC), which identifies the need
for bicycle improvement elements in an ETMP.
Finding:
The presence of TCOs would reduce conflicts between bicyclists/
pedestrians on K Street and vehicles on 13th Street without adversely impacting
13th Street vehicular traffic (by virtue of its modest volumes). Mitigation Measure
4.9-10(b) is not listed here because it applies solely to the Hotel project, as
described on page 4.9-102 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.9-11: The proposed projects could adversely affect planned
pedestrian facilities or fail to provide for access for pedestrians under
cumulative conditions. (p. 4.9-102)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.9-11(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(a) (SCC), which identifies various
crosswalk widenings, signal timing modifications, and other ETMP
elements.
Finding:
The mitigation measures described above would improve
pedestrian operations to acceptable conditions. Mitigation Measure 4.9-11(b) is
not listed here because it applies solely to the Hotel project, as described on
page 4.9-103 of the Draft EIR.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
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Utilities
Impact 4.10-1: The proposed projects could discharge additional
wastewater and stormwater flows to the City’s CSS that could exceed
existing system capacity. (p. 4.10-8)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.10-1
The City shall manage wastewater from the project sites such that it shall
not exceed existing CSS capacity by implementing the following methods:
a) Require the proposed projects to pay the established CSS mitigation
fee.
b) To the extent that the proposed projects would require localized
upsizing of existing CSS infrastructure for service, the proposed
projects shall pay their fair share for improvements to upsize or
upgrade the CSS infrastructure. Fair share fees would be assessed
and CSS improvements would be implemented, on a phased basis,
consistent with buildout of each of the proposed projects.
Finding:
Implementation of the mitigation measure described above would
require the implementation of measures to manage wastewater, drainage and
dewatered groundwater flows in a manner that would not exceed existing
capacity of the CSS.
With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Impact 4.10-3: Implementation of the proposed projects, in combination
with other cumulative development, would contribute to cumulative
increases in demand for wastewater and stormwater facilities. (p. 4.10-11)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.10-3
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.10-1
Finding:
The mitigation measure described above would fully offset the
proposed projects’ contributions to the CSS by requiring projects to construct
appropriate facilities to delay discharge of wastewater or pay the applicable fee
to the City to make necessary localized or system-wide improvements.
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With implementation of the mitigation measure(s), this impact is reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
C.
Significant or Potentially Significant Impacts for which
Mitigation Measures Are Found To Be Infeasible.
Mitigation measures to mitigate, avoid, or substantially lessen the
following significant and potentially significant environmental impacts of the
project have been identified. However, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the
Public Resources Code and Section 15091(a)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, as to
each such impact and mitigation measure, the City Council, based on the
evidence in the record before it, specifically finds that the mitigation measures
are infeasible. The impact and mitigation measures and the facts supporting the
finding of infeasibility of each mitigation measure are set forth below.
Notwithstanding the disclosure of these impacts and the finding of infeasibility,
the City Council elects to approve the projects due to the overriding
considerations set forth below in Section F, the statement of overriding
considerations.
There are no SCC project impacts that would be significant or potentially
significant for which mitigation measures would be infeasible.
D.

Significant and Unavoidable Impacts.

The following significant and potentially significant environmental impacts
of the project, including cumulative impacts, are unavoidable and cannot be
mitigated in a manner that would lessen the significant impact to below the level
of significance. Notwithstanding disclosure of these impacts, the City Council
elects to approve the project due to overriding considerations as set forth below
in Section F, the statement of overriding considerations.
Air Quality
Impact 4.2-3: The proposed projects would result in long-term (operational)
emissions of NOX, ROG, PM10, or PM2.5. (p. 4.2-30)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.2-3
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.2-1. An AQMP has been prepared for the
SCC project and Hotel project, demonstrating that the SCC project and
Hotel project can achieve SMAQMD’s required 15 percent reduction in
ozone precursor emissions from transportation sources. Consistent with
SMAQMD’s CEQA Guidance, no further mitigation is required.
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Finding:
A 16.4 percent reduction in NOXe emissions would be achieved by
simply implementing the design features proposed under the SCC project.
However, even with achievement of the SMAQMD-required 15 percent reduction
in operational mobile source emissions of NOX, emissions associated with the
SCC project and Hotel project would exceed the applicable SMAQMD threshold.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.2-7: The proposed projects would contribute to cumulative
increases in long-term (operational) emissions of NOX, ROG, PM10, and
PM2.5. (p. 4.2-37)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.2-7
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.2-1. An AQMP has been prepared for the
SCC project and Hotel project, demonstrating that the SCC project and
Hotel project can achieve SMAQMD’s required 15 percent reduction in
ozone precursor emissions from transportation sources. Consistent with
SMAQMD’s CEQA Guidance, no further mitigation is required.
Finding:
The traffic reduction and other emission reductions built into the
locality of the proposed project would exceed 15 percent reduction in NOXe
emissions after mitigation. Much of the reduction would be achieved by location
of the SCC within the Sacramento urban core, resulting in access to a variety of
transportation options. Nonetheless, NOX emissions would still exceed the
applicable SMAQMD threshold.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
Noise and Vibration
Impact 4.8-1: Construction of the proposed projects could generate noise
that would conflict with City standards or result in substantial temporary or
periodic increase in ambient noise levels. (p. 4.8-14)
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Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.8-1
The City shall include in all building permits a requirement that the contractor
shall ensure that the following measures are implemented during all phases of
construction within the SCC and Hotel areas:
a) All heavy construction equipment and all stationary noise sources
(such as diesel generators) shall have manufacturer-installed mufflers.
b) Construction equipment staging areas shall be located as far as
feasible from residential areas while still serving the needs of
construction contractors.
c) Use of auger displacement for installation of foundation piles, if
feasible (if underlying soils do not require driven piles). If impact pile
driving is required, sonic pile drivers shall be used, unless engineering
studies are submitted to the City that show this is not feasible, based
on geotechnical considerations.
d) Prior to construction activities, the building management of the Saint
Paul’s Episcopal Church and Maydestone apartment building shall be
notified of the construction schedule, as well as the name and contact
information of the project disturbance coordinator.
e) Machines or equipment shall not start up prior to 7:00 a.m., Monday
through Saturday, and prior to 9:00 a.m. on Sunday.
f) Delivery of materials and equipment shall not occur prior to 7:00 a.m.
nor past 6:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and prior to 9:30 a.m.
nor past 6:00 p.m. on Sunday;
g) Stationary construction equipment, such as compressors, shall be
placed away from nearby residential areas and shall provide
acoustical shielding.
h) Idling times of equipment shall be minimized either by shutting
equipment off when not in use or reducing maximum idling time to 5
minutes.
i) The City (SCC) and/or the project applicant or its designee (Hotel)
shall designate a disturbance coordinator and conspicuously post this
person’s number around the project site, in adjacent public spaces,
and in construction notifications. The disturbance coordinator, in
coordination with the City, shall be responsible for responding to any
complaints about construction activities. The disturbance coordinator
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shall receive all public complaints about construction disturbances
and, in coordination with the City, is responsible for determining the
cause of the complaint and implementation of feasible measures to
alleviate the problem.
j) The City (SCC) and/or the project applicant or its designee (Hotel)
shall provide written notice to all known occupied noise-sensitive uses
(i.e., residential, religious, lodging) within 400 feet of the edge of the
project site boundary at least 2 weeks prior to the start of each
construction phase of the construction schedule, as well as the name
and contact information of the project disturbance coordinator.
Finding:
Implementation of the mitigation measure described above would
reduce construction noise within the proposed project site and surrounding areas
to the extent feasible. Restricting heavy-duty equipment operations in close
proximity to buildings would substantially reduce exterior and interior noise at
adjacent buildings. Auger displacement pile installation could reduce associated
noise by 17 dB (compared to impact pile driving) and intervening noise barriers
or buildings could reduce noise exposure at the nearest receptors by 10 to 15
dB. These measures would minimize exterior noise levels at nearby receptors
during construction. However, even with implementation of these mitigation
measures, it is likely that construction activities would result in increased levels of
annoyance, interruption of conversation at the St. Paul’s Episcopal Church and
Maydestone apartments. In addition, alternative methods to driven pile
installation are only feasible if underlying soils would allow for piles installed
using auger displacement or sonic pile driving techniques. Thus, underlying soils
may require driven piles for project foundations.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.8-5: Construction of the proposed projects could expose existing
and/or planned buildings, and persons within, to vibration that could
disturb people and damage buildings. (p. 4.8-29)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.8-5(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-1(c).
Finding:
Implementation of mitigation measure above would ensure that
building damage at the nearest historic building structures and human
disturbance from construction activities within the proposed project areas would
be minimized to the extent feasible. However, alternative methods to driven pile
installation are only feasible if underlying soils would allow for piles to be installed
using auger displacement or sonic pile driving techniques. As such, underlying
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soils may be such that those methods are infeasible and impact pile driving may
be a required construction method. If auger displacement or sonic pile driving is
found to be feasible and implemented as such, the proposed SCC may still result
in substantial vibration during construction that would likely result in disturbance
impacts at the nearest receptors where people live and worship during the
daytime hours (such as Maydestone apartments, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church).
While implementation of the mitigation measures described above could avoid or
minimize vibration-caused building damage and would reduce vibration impacts
to surrounding receptors, they would not guarantee that construction activities
would not adversely affect surrounding receptors at times during construction of
the proposed SCC project. Mitigation Measure 4.8-5(b) is not listed here because
it applies solely to the Hotel project, as described on pages 4.8-31 through 4.8-33
of the Draft EIR.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.8-6: The proposed projects would result in exposure of people to
cumulative increases in construction noise levels. (p. 4.8-34)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.8-6
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-1.
Finding:
Implementation of the mitigation measure above would reduce the
contribution of the proposed SCC project to cumulative construction noise levels
at the existing noise sensitive land uses located near the project area. However,
even with implementation of these mitigation measures, it is likely that
construction activities would still result in nuisance impacts at surrounding
receptors during the day.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.8-7: The proposed projects would contribute to cumulative
construction that could expose existing and/or planned buildings, and
persons within, to significant vibration. (p. 4.8-34)
Mitigation Measure: The following mitigation measure(s) has been adopted
to address this impact:
4.8-7(a)
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-5(a).
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Finding:
Implementation of the mitigation measure above would ensure that
building damage at the nearest historic building structures and human
disturbance from construction activities within the proposed SCC project areas
would be minimized to the extent feasible. However, alternative methods to
driven pile installation are only feasible if underlying soils would allow for piles to
be installed using auger displacement or sonic pile driving techniques. As such,
underlying soils may be such that those methods are infeasible and impact pile
driving may be a required construction method. If auger displacement or sonic
pile driving is found to be feasible and implemented as such, the proposed
projects may still result in substantial vibration during construction that would
likely result in nuisance impacts at surrounding receptors during the day.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-7(a) is not listed here because it applies solely to the
Hotel project, as described on page 4.8-35 of the Draft EIR.
For these reasons, the impact remains significant and unavoidable.
E.

Project Alternatives.

The City Council has considered the project alternatives presented and analyzed
in the final EIR and presented during the comment period and public hearing
process. Some of these alternatives have the potential to avoid or reduce certain
significant or potentially significant environmental impacts, as set forth below.
The City Council finds, based on specific economic, legal, social, technological,
or other considerations, that these alternatives are infeasible. Based on the
impacts identified in the Final EIR and other reasons summarized below, and as
supported by substantial evidence in the record, the City Council finds that
approval and implementation of the Projects as proposed is the most desirable,
feasible, and appropriate action and hereby rejects the other alternatives and
other combinations and/or variations of alternatives as infeasible based on
consideration of the relevant factors set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6, subdivision (f). (See also CEQA Guidelines, Section 15091, subd.
(a)(3).) Each alternative and the facts supporting the finding of infeasibility of
each alternative are set forth below.
Alternatives Considered and Dismissed from Further Consideration
In identifying alternatives to the proposed SCC project, primary consideration
was given to alternatives that could reduce significant unavoidable impacts
resulting from the proposed SCC project while still obtaining the project’s
objectives. Certain impacts that are identified as being significant and
unavoidable under the proposed SCC project (e.g., increase in air pollutants from
project construction and operation) are due primarily to developing an area that is
currently undeveloped or intensifying development activity beyond current levels.
These impacts would not be possible to eliminate, but could be reduced, for
example, by limiting the scope scale of the proposed SCC project, reconfiguring
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uses, or implementing specific measures. Alternatives that reduce the intensity of
development in the SCC project are addressed later in this chapter.
As required under Section 15126.6(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines, the City is
required to disclose alternatives that were considered but rejected from further
analysis in the Draft EIR and provide the rationale for dismissal of those
alternatives. Of the alternatives considered for the proposed SCC renovation and
expansion, a concept plan presented to the City Council on October 18, 2016
was rejected from further analysis. Although this plan would have added
approximately the same amount of meeting, ballroom, and flexible space as the
proposed SCC project, the building footprint would have expanded farther south
up to the edge of the Community Center Theater. This design would completely
eliminate the Activities Plaza and would not provide outdoor space to create a
dynamic and synergistic environment between the two buildings and uses.
Eliminating the Activities Plaza would have also cut off pedestrian and bicycle
access along K Street between 13th Street and 14th Street. Finally, the cost of this
potential design was excessive. Therefore, it was rejected and is not considered
further.
Summary of Alternatives Considered
CEQA mandates that an EIR evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives to the
project or project locations that generally reduce or avoid potentially significant
impacts of the project. CEQA requires that every EIR also evaluate a “No
Project” alternative. Alternatives provide a basis of comparison to the project in
terms of their significant impacts and their ability to meet project objectives. This
comparative analysis is used to consider reasonable, potentially feasible options
for minimizing environmental consequences of the project. The range of
alternatives to the proposed SCC project analyzed in the Draft EIR present
specific environmental impacts and how they would differ in severity compared to
those associated with the proposed SCC project. For the most part, significant
impacts of the alternatives can be mitigated to less-than-significant levels through
adoption of mitigation measures identified in Chapter 4 of the Draft EIR, which
contains the environmental analysis of the proposed SCC project. To varying
degrees, the following alternatives would also avoid and/or lessen impacts,
including some or all of the significant and unavoidable impacts, of the proposed
SCC project. The alternatives considered in this section include:
•

SCC and Hotel Alternative 1: No SCC Project or Hotel Project Alternative

•

SCC Alternative 1: No Project Alternative

•

SCC Alternative 2: Smaller SCC Expansion

•

SCC Alternative 3: Larger SCC Expansion

•

SCC Alternative 4: No Panattoni Building Demolition/No East Lobby
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The evaluation of alternatives is organized to facilitate a clear comparison
between the effects of the alternative and the effects of the proposed SCC
project. First, there is a discussion of those impacts of the alternative that would
be the same or similar to those of the proposed SCC project. Then there is a
discussion of those effects of the alternative that would be less severe than those
of the proposed SCC project, followed by those effects of the alternative that
would be more severe than those of the proposed SCC project. Each discussion
concludes with a discussion of the relationship between the alternative and the
basic objectives of the proposed SCC project.
SCC and Hotel Alternative 1: No SCC Project or Hotel Project Alternative
Description
Under the SCC and Hotel Alternative 1: No SCC Project or Hotel Project
Alternative, the SCC would not be renovated or expanded and the Hotel project
would be constructed. The SCC would continue to operate at its current capacity.
No improvements would be made to the SCC beyond standard maintenance and
minor upgrades, so the physical and operational capacity of the SCC would not
change, and service facilities and area amenities would be maintained but not
materially expanded or improved. The proposed 15th/K Street Hotel would not be
developed, and the project site would continue to operate as a commercial
surface parking lot.
Relationship to Project Objectives
Under the No SCC Project or Hotel Project Alternative, none of the SCC project
objectives would be achieved.
Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility
With the SCC project being designed to improve the capacity of the SCC to
accommodate a greater number of event attendees at a given time and improve
the frequency at which the SCC can rotate and host consecutive events, the No
SCC Project or Hotel Project Alternative would result in the SCC continuing to
operate within its existing capacity. SCC operations would remain subject to
existing structural limitations, which impact efficient use of the SCC facility space.
While the No SCC Project or Hotel Project Alternative would avoid impacts
associated with the proposed SCC project, this alternative would not further any
of the project’s objectives or provide any of the benefits contemplated by the
project. Therefore, SCC and Hotel Alternative 1 is rejected.
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SCC and Hotel Alternative 1: No SCC Project
Description
Under SCC Alternative 1, the No SCC Project Alternative, the SCC would not be
renovated or expanded. Under this alternative operational capacity for the SCC,
including event capacity and frequency, would remain as existing and the facility
would be operated consistent with current practice. Under the No SCC Project
Alternative, the City Council would not approve any project, and none of the
mitigation measures identified in this document would be implemented. No
demolition would occur because the existing SCC and Panattoni building would
be retained.
Under SCC Alternative 1, the SCC would continue to operate at its current
capacity. No improvements would be made to the SCC beyond standard
maintenance and minor upgrades, so the physical and operational capacity of the
SCC would not change, and service facilities and area amenities would be
maintained but not materially expanded or improved.
Under SCC Alternative 1, the proposed Hotel project, as a separate cumulative
project, would be developed as proposed on the adjacent parking lot site, but a
second-level pedestrian bridge connecting the hotel to the SCC would not be
constructed.
Relationship to Project Objectives
Under the No SCC Project Alternative none of the project objectives for the
proposed SCC project would be achieved.
Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility
With the SCC project being designed to improve the capacity of the SCC to
accommodate a greater number of event attendees at a given time and improve
the frequency at which the SCC can rotate and host consecutive events, the No
Project Alternative would result in the SCC continuing to operate within its
existing capacity. SCC operations would remain subject to existing structural
limitations, which impact efficient use of the SCC facility space.
While the No Project Alternative would avoid impacts associated with the
proposed SCC project, this alternative would not further any of the project’s
objectives or provide any of the benefits contemplated by the project. Therefore,
SCC Alternative 1 is rejected.
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SCC Alternative 2: Smaller SCC Expansion Alternative
Description
The Smaller SCC Expansion Alternative (SCC Alternative 2) would reduce the
scale of the SCC expansion and renovation, relative to the proposed SCC
project. Under SCC Alternative 2, the SCC would be subject to major renovation
of the existing facility which would expand the existing meeting spaces, develop
a new east lobby and improve food service.
The first level of the renovated SCC under SCC Alternative 2 would include the
following facility upgrades:
x

Moved/expanded kitchen;

x

Expanded/renovated western exhibit hall;

x

Added service connections to the expanded western exhibit hall;

x

Expanded pre-function spaces along the western and northern sides of the
western exhibit hall;

x

New vertical circulation;

x

A new 9,637 sf east lobby;

x

New food service outlets on the north and western sides of the facility; and

x

Expanded west lobby.

The second level of the renovated SCC under SCC Alternative 2 would include a
renovation of the existing meeting space at the southwestern end of the facility.
x

Renovations to the 3rd floor of the SCC, under SCC Alternative 2 would
include the following:

x

New meeting spaces;

x

New connector space;

x

New vertical circulation;

x

Renovation of the ballroom/meeting space; and

x

New administrative space on the upper floor of the Panattoni building.

Under SCC Alternative 2 the SCC renovation would not require demolition of the
western half of the SCC or demolition of the Panattoni building. In addition, much
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of the 2nd level exhibit areas would remain as-is. There would be no changes to
the SCC loading areas. On the western side of the SCC the expanded prefunction areas on the north and west sides of the facility and the expanded/new
west lobby would extend the SCC footprint closer to J and 13th streets.
The renovated SCC under SCC Alternative 2 would have more event square
footage, relative to the existing SCC, but would have less event square footage
relative to the proposed SCC project, by approximately 37,773 sf. Thus, under
SCC Alternative 2, the renovated SCC would have a higher attendee capacity
than could be accommodated at the existing SCC facility but a lower capacity
than could be accommodated by the proposed SCC project. In addition, SCC
Alternative 2 would not include improvements to event staging areas (a feature
that would allow for improved staging and subsequent higher frequency of
events), which are included in the proposed SCC project. Thus, the renovated
SCC under SCC Alternative 2 would have lower attendee capacity and lower
event frequency capacity relative to the proposed SCC project.
Under SCC Alternative 2, there would be fewer improvements to SCC service
and logistical facilities, relative to the proposed SCC project. Improvements
under the proposed SCC project, including a renovated central plant, new
storage, and new service kitchen on the second level, would not take place under
SCC Alternative 2.
Construction under SCC Alternative 2 would not require demolition of the
western half of the SCC or the Panattoni building, however elimination of the
eastern terrace and construction of second level meeting spaces would be
included. Renovation of the SCC under SCC Alternative 2 would be less
intensive than construction under the proposed SCC project, reducing the
anticipated duration and intensity of construction.
Because there would be no addition of an east lobby under SCC Alternative 2,
the adjacent Hotel project would not include a second level pedestrian bridge
between the hotel and the SCC facility.
Relationship to Project Objectives
SCC Alternative 2 would result in expansion and renovation of the SCC in a less
intensive manner than under the proposed SCC project, resulting in a smaller
overall structure and differing mix of service and event spaces. While this
alternative would result in a smaller renovation and expansion project than the
proposed SCC project, SCC Alternative 2 would expand the SCC event and
service spaces allowing for larger events than under existing conditions. This
would achieve the City’s SCC objectives, but to a lesser extent than the
proposed SCC project, including achieving a positive economic impact (Objective
1), increasing demand for hotel room nights (Objective 2), improving the City’s
profile as a convention destination (Objective 3), increasing the amount of exhibit
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and ball room space (Objective 5), improving the condition of the SCC facilities
(Objective 6), facility sustainability (Objective 7), improving the SCC and its
connection to the area (Objective 8), strengthening the economic vitality of the
eastern end of downtown (Objective 9), encouraging redevelopment of
underutilized downtown properties (Objective 10), and developing the SCC to be
a first-class destination (Objective 11).
SCC Alternative 2 would not include facility improvements that would enhance
efficiency of event staging and logistical facilities (Objective 4).
Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility
Many impacts caused by Alternative 2 would either be the same as or similar to
the impacts of the proposed SCC project, while yielding less usable Convention
Center space than the proposed project. While Alternative 2 would result in a
moderate expansion of the SCC, it would not include improvements to event
staging areas, a feature that would allow for improved staging and subsequent
higher frequency of events. The ability to “stack” events and allow for concurrent
move-in and move-out of events is important to the functionality of the building
and for the City’s ability to attract more events. With the addition of more, and
longer, events stacked at the SCC, additional hotel rooms in the City could be
occupied by event attendees, thereby increasing the amount of transient
occupancy tax (TOT) that can be collected.
Additionally, Alternative 2 would not construct a new east lobby at the northwest
corner of 15th Street and K Street. As a result, an adjacent project, the 15th/K
Street Hotel, would not be able to construct a planned pedestrian bridge
connecting the Hotel project to a new SCC east lobby. The inability to connect
these two project sites would eliminate direct pedestrian access between the two
project sites and reduce the amount of synergy between the sites.
Further, without the construction of an east lobby, Alternative 2 would fail to
divert a substantial number of vehicle drop-offs and pedestrian traffic toward the
east lobby, and all added vehicle drop off and pedestrian traffic from the project
would be focused at the north and west lobbies. Therefore, it is anticipated that
traffic conditions at the J and 13th Street and K and 13th Street intersections
would be more severe, relative to the proposed SCC project. Worsened
conditions at the J and 13th Street intersections would also be expected to create
more severe transit delays for bus transit along J Street. Worsened conditions
along J Street generally would also be anticipated to increase conflicts between
vehicles and bicyclists and pedestrians, relative to the proposed SCC project.
Therefore, SCC Alternative 2 is rejected.
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SCC Alternative 3: Larger SCC Expansion Alternative
Description
The Larger SCC Expansion Alternative (SCC Alternative 3) would expand the
scope and scale of the SCC expansion and renovation relative to the proposed
SCC project. Under SCC Alternative 3, the SCC project would include demolition
of the western half of the SCC and the Panattoni building, similar to the proposed
SCC project. SCC Alternative 3 would, in addition, include renovation and
expansion of the existing subgrade level, to include a new storage area and a
new shared central plant.
The first level of the renovated SCC under SCC Alternative 3 would include the
following facility upgrades:
x

A new 62,780 sf exhibit hall in the northwest corner of the facility;

x

A new 37,927 sf ballroom/multi-use room, located south of the proposed
northwest exhibit hall. The footprint of the new ballroom would be in place of
existing west lobby, service, and office facilities and the landscaped walkway
between the existing SCC and the Community Center Theater, to the south;

x

A 6,600 sf flex hall between the new exhibit hall and new ballroom/multi-use
room;

x

Pre-function space along the western and northern perimeters of the
renovated west SCC;

x

New 11,250 sf east lobby on the site of the existing Panattoni building; and

x

New west lobby in the proposed pre-function space to the west of the new
ballroom.

The second level of the expanded and renovated SCC under SCC Alternative 3
would include the following facility upgrades:
x

18,000 sf new 2nd-level west meeting space;

x

A new 40,000 sf 2nd level ballroom above the proposed new 1st level
ballroom/multi-use room;

x

9,757 sf of new meeting space constructed in place of the existing east
terrace,

x

Renovated small meeting spaces on the 2nd level;

x

6,033 sf administrative area above the new east lobby; and
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x

Elevated pedestrian bridge connecting the upper floor of the SCC east lobby
to an above-ground-level floor of the proposed 15th/K Street hotel.

As with the proposed SCC project, under SCC Alternative 3 the SCC renovation
would require demolition of the western half of the SCC and demolition of the
Panattoni building. In addition, much of the 2nd level exhibit and meeting areas
would be renovated or replaced. Proposed changes to the SCC loading areas
would be similar to changes proposed for the SCC expansion and renovation,
and as with the proposed SCC project, on the western side of the SCC the
expanded pre-function areas on the north and west sides of the facility and the
expanded/new west lobby would extend the SCC footprint closer to J and 13th
streets.
Under SCC Alternative 3, the renovated SCC would have approximately 47,204
sf more event space than under the proposed SCC project, an increase of 19%
compared to the proposed SCC project. SCC Alternative 3 would also include
more square footage for event staging areas, which would complement the
increase in event space, improving event staging to allow for stacking of events,
similar to the improved event-staging capabilities of the proposed SCC project.
Under SCC Alternative 3 improvements to SCC service and logistical facilities
would be similar to the proposed SCC project, including a new shared central
plant and new storage areas. However, Alternative 3 would propose a new
shared and expanded central plant on the basement level of the SCC, while the
proposed SCC project would only renovate the existing shared plant.
As with the proposed SCC project, construction under SCC Alternative 3 would
require demolition of the western half of the SCC and the Panattoni building
along with elimination of the eastern terrace. Renovation and expansion of the
SCC under SCC Alternative 3 would be anticipated to be more intensive than
construction under the proposed SCC project, thereby increasing the anticipated
duration and intensity of construction.
Relationship to Project Objectives
Under SCC Alternative 3 the SCC would be expanded and renovated to expand
event square footage, expanding capacity, and improving event staging facilities
to tighter transition between events, increasing the potential number of annual
events. The City’s objectives for the SCC relevant to improved capacity and
operations would be met under Alternative 3 (Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 11.
Under SCC Alternative 3, the SCC facility improvements would be designed to
meet LEED Silver (or equivalent) standards (Objective 7). The SCC renovation
and expansion under SCC Alternative 3 would be designed to have better
connectivity between the existing section of the SCC to be retained, and would
further be connected, via a pedestrian bridge, to the proposed 15th/K Street
Hotel. This improved connectivity would improve pedestrian and corridor links to
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other sections of downtown (SCC Objective 8). Development of the SCC in
combination with the proposed 15th/K Street Hotel represent development
growth in the eastern Central Business District that would be anticipated to
encourage new development at nearby under-utilized sites (Objective 10).
Facts in Support of Finding of Infeasibility
Under Alternative 3, environmental impacts would be equal to or more severe
than under the proposed SCC project. Under SCC Alternative 3, the SCC would
have 19% more indoor event space and would have a larger footprint than under
the proposed SCC project. Thus, under SCC Alternative 3, impacts to historic,
tribal cultural, and archaeological resources would be expected to be more
severe than under the proposed SCC project because construction would include
expansion of the existing subgrade level, increasing the amount of excavation
relative to the proposed SCC project and expansion of the SCC footprint to
consume the existing courtyard between the SCC and the Community Center
Theater. Because construction would occur over a longer period of time, SCC
Alternative 3 would have more severe construction impacts, including
construction-related air emissions, noise and vibration, and degradation of water
quality. In addition, SCC Alternative 3 would be anticipated to have more severe
construction-related traffic impacts due to a greater volume of construction.
Under SCC Alternative 3 the SCC would have a larger structure, which would
include approximately 19% more event space, capable of accommodating a
larger number of attendees and a higher frequency of events on an annual basis.
Consequently, this alternative would have more severe impacts related to an
increases in the event capacity of the SCC. These include impacts associated
with demand for water and wastewater conveyance and treatment, electricity and
natural gas, which would be increased based on a higher volume of attendees
annually. Increased event capacity and/or event frequency would also be
anticipated to have more severe impacts related to transportation and operations,
including air emissions and ambient exterior and interior noise. Due to higher
attendance levels, there would be a higher number of vehicle drop-offs near each
of the SCC lobbies, relative to the proposed SCC project. Higher vehicle and
pedestrian activity would increase delays at area intersections, which would be
anticipated to increase transit delays along J Street, relative to the proposed
SCC project.
Under Alternative 3, the footprint of the SCC would be expanded to the south,
which would include the area designated as an outdoor Activities Plaza under the
proposed SCC project and eliminate the pedestrian link along K Street between
13th and 14th streets. In combination with a greater number of vehicle trips to
and from the SCC, which would increase vehicle conflicts with pedestrians, this
impact would be more severe than the impact to pedestrian facilities under the
proposed SCC project. Similarly, an increase in vehicle activity in the vicinity of
the SCC, under SCC Alternative 3, would increase conflicts between vehicles
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and bicyclists. Higher SCC event pedestrian activity at the 13th and K Street
intersection would be expected to increase delay for bicycle transportation along
the Class II bicycle lanes on 13th Street, similar to the vehicle delays. Therefore,
SCC Alternative 3 is rejected.
SCC Alternative 4: No East Lobby Alternative
Description
SCC Alternative 4 would implement the proposed SCC project with the exception
that it would not include demolition of the Panattoni Building and construction of a
new east lobby in its place. Under SCC Alternative 4, the Panattoni building
would remain and would continue to function as administrative offices for the
SCC. Because the east lobby would not be developed for the SCC, the
pedestrian bridge between the SCC and the adjacent 15th/K Street Hotel could
not be constructed if the separate Hotel project is approved. Relative to the
proposed SCC project, under SCC Alternative 4 the SCC would have a similarly
sized structure, but would not have a true east lobby.
SCC operations under SCC Alternative 4 would have the same event space as
would be available under the proposed SCC project. It is anticipated that
operational capacity would be similar to the proposed SCC project, however the
lack of an east lobby would limit the facility’s ability to accommodate concurrent
large events on opposing sides of the SCC. This applies to a type of event that
would require exclusive use of a lobby for extended event activities and
controlled entry. Separate east and west lobbies would allow for two such events
to take place simultaneously, and a continued lack of an east lobby, as would
occur under Alternative 4, would maintain that limiting factor. Thus, it is
reasonable to conclude that under SCC Alternative 4, overall event attendee
numbers and annual event frequency would be less than could occur under the
proposed SCC project. In addition, all attendee entrée into the SCC would be
directed through the west lobby, which would divert pedestrians and vehicle
drop-offs from the site of the east lobby, as is planned under the proposed SCC
project, toward the west side of the SCC, at the 13th and J Street and 13th and K
Street intersections. This would decrease the pedestrian volume at the K and
15th Street intersection and lower sidewalk and crosswalk pedestrian flows on
the east side of the SCC.
Under SCC Alternative 4, SCC demolition and construction would be less
intensive relative to the proposed SCC project because the Panattoni Building
would be retained and the SCC east lobby would not be constructed. Other
components of the proposed SCC project would still take place on the east side
of the SCC so some construction-related impacts would be similar to the
proposed SCC project. It is anticipated that retaining the Panattoni building and
omitting construction of an east lobby would shorten the duration of project
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construction and decrease the intensity of construction activities on the east side
of the SCC.
Relationship to Project Objectives
Under SCC Alternative 4, the SCC would be renovated and expanded to be of
similar size to the proposed SCC project, but would not include the addition of an
east lobby or connection to the proposed hotel project. As described above, this
would result in smaller events and fewer events, due to less effective staging of
events and pre-function areas. Smaller and/or less frequent events at the SCC,
relative to the proposed SCC project, would reduce potential economic benefits
from the project in other parts of the City. As it relates to City’s SCC objectives,
benefits related to economic vitality (Objectives 1, 9, and 10), growth in hotel
usage (Objective 2), expansion of exhibit space (Objective 5), and development
of the SCC to be LEED Silver (or equivalent) (Objective 7), could all be achieved,
but to a lesser extent than would be achieved under the proposed SCC project.
The main difference between SCC Alternative 4 and the proposed SCC project
would be the retention of the Panattoni building, and elimination of the proposed
SCC east lobby. The lack of an east lobby under SCC Alternative 4 would not
eliminate sellable event space within the SCC, which would be the same at
project completion as would exist under the proposed SCC project. However, the
lack of an east lobby would inhibit or limit the potential for the accommodation of
large concurrent events at the SCC, as described above.
While the SCC expansion and renovation under SCC Alternative 4 would meet
some SCC projects objectives, some of the basic objectives of the SCC project
would be achieved to a lesser extent than could be achieved by the proposed
SCC project. For example, Objectives 3, 4, 6, 8, and 11 call for making the SCC
more competitive as a convention destination, improving facility efficiency, facility
conditions, connectivity to the surrounding downtown area, and elevating the
facility as a first-class event venue. Under SCC Alternative 4, the SCC would be
less competitive relative convention centers that have multiple lobbies for hosting
concurrent events. Under SCC Alternative 4, the SCC would operate less
efficiently because all events would have to utilize the same lobby, and
connectivity to areas east of the SCC would continue to be limited. Therefore,
Alternative 4 would meet objectives 3, 4, 6, 8, and 11, to a lesser extent than
would be achieved by the proposed SCC project.
Fact in Support of Finding of Infeasibility
The proposed SCC project would cause increases in vehicular travel times along
J Street, which would be at their peak during SCC event arrival and departure
time periods. Increased vehicular travel times would cause delays in transit
routes in the vicinity of the SCC, during events. Under SCC Alternative 4, lower
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attendee volumes would have fewer vehicle trips relative to the proposed SCC
project. However, construction of an east lobby under the proposed SCC would
divert a substantial number of vehicle drop-offs and pedestrian traffic toward the
east lobby, at K and 15th Street. Under Alternative 4, no east lobby would be
constructed, and all added vehicle drop off and pedestrian traffic from the project
would be focused at the north and west lobbies. Therefore, it is anticipated that
traffic conditions at the J and 13th Street and K and 13th Street intersections
would be more severe, relative to the proposed SCC project. Worsened traffic
conditions at the J and 13th Street intersections would also be anticipated to
create more severe transit delays for bus transit along J Street. Worsened
conditions along J and 13th streets would also be anticipated to increase
conflicts between vehicles and bicyclists and pedestrians, relative to the
proposed SCC project. Therefore, SCC Alternative 4 is rejected.
F.

Statement of Overriding Considerations:

Pursuant to Guidelines Section 15092, the City Council finds that in
approving the proposed project it has eliminated or substantially lessened all
significant and potentially significant effects of the project on the environment
where feasible. The City Council further finds that it has balanced the economic,
legal, social, technological, and other benefits of the plan against the remaining
unavoidable environmental risks in determining whether to approve the plan and
has determined that those benefits outweigh the unavoidable environmental risks
and that those risks are acceptable. The City Council makes this statement of
overriding considerations in accordance with Section 15093 of the CEQA
Guidelines in support of approval of the project.
The City of Sacramento has considered the information contained in and
related to the Final EIR (the Draft EIR, Comments and Responses to those
documents, text changes and other revisions to the EIR, and all other public
comments, responses to comments, accompanying technical memoranda and
staff reports, and findings included in the public record for the plan). Pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines Section 15092, the City Council finds that in approving the
proposed SCC Renovation and Expansion project, it has eliminated or
substantially lessened all significant and potentially significant effects of the
project on the environment where feasible as shown in the findings. The City
Council further finds that it has balanced the economic, social, technological and
other benefits of the project against the remaining unavoidable environmental
risks in determining whether to approve the project and has determined that
those benefits outweigh the unavoidable risks and that those risks are
acceptable. The City Council makes this statement of overriding considerations
in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15093 in support of approval of the
project. Specifically, in the City Council’s judgment, the each of the benefits of
the project as proposed separately and independently outweigh all of the
unmitigated adverse impacts and the proposed project should be approved.
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The overall goal of the proposed SCC project is to expand and renovate the SCC
to improve upon the existing capacity of the facility. Based on the objectives
identified in the Final EIR and administrative record, and through extensive public
participation, the City Council has determined that the proposed project should
be approved, and any remaining significant environmental impacts attributable to
the proposed project are outweighed by the following specific economic, fiscal,
social, and other overriding considerations. Each benefit set forth below is
supported by substantial evidence in the record and constitutes an overriding
consideration warranting approval of the proposed project, independent of the
other benefits, despite each and every unavoidable impact.
The considerations that have been taken into account by the City Council in
making this decision are identified below.
Policy Considerations. The renovation and expansion of the SCC will allow the
facility to remain attractive and competitive into the future, while providing a
nationally-recognized convention venue for residents, visitors and convention
attendees. It is also anticipated to grow TOT revenue as more events will likely
lead to more hotel night stays and may generate the need for additional hotel
development in the Downtown. The requested actions support the following City
General Plan policy:
x

ERC 4.1.5 The City shall support renovation and expansion of Convention
Center facilities and adjacent supportive infrastructure, including hotels, to
attract top tier national and international events.

Economic Impacts. Based on an analysis prepared by Visit Sacramento, which
assumed an additional 350-room hotel as well as the new Sawyer hotel, the
Convention Center expansion would, within 5 years after completion, result in an
estimated increase in Convention Center occupancy from 48% to 62.4% within
the City of Sacramento. In addition, the estimated number of Group A events (i.e.,
citywide conventions that generate significant hotel demand and drive economic
impact) would increase by 36 each year. This would result in an estimated annual
increase of over 170,000 new hotel room nights in the City, resulting in
approximately $22 million annually in new hotel revenues. The City’s TOT
revenue will increase by almost $2.7 million annually based on these estimates.
An October 2016 analysis by CBRE estimated a new 400-room hotel would
generate an additional $2.3 million in new annual TOT revenue. A more recent
update in May 2017 by CBRE that factored in the expansion of the Convention
Center and the aforementioned hotel, showed a $6.4 million increase in new
annual TOT growth by 2026. That TOT amount would grow to an $18.5 million
increase by 2056. These analyses do not account for spending by Convention
Center attendees. According to the Bay Area Council Economic Institute
(BACEI) average spending from visitors is about $108 per person per day and
average hotel room rates in Sacramento for conventions is $152 per night.
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Not only can the proposed SCC project accommodate more and larger
conventions, the addition of more meeting, event, flexible, pre-function, and
lobby space allows for the facility to accommodate overlapping events more
easily. Group A, citywide events can be booked while smaller Group B business
can fill in the building and provide supplemental business to the Convention
Center and surrounding hotels.
The SCC project would increase the number of part-time employees from
approximately 110 to approximately 130.
Sustainability. The SCC project is consistent with the SACOG MTP/SCS by
keeping large civic uses in a centralized location, proximate to transit systems,
thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions and lowering vehicle miles traveled.
This location and accessibility to multiple transportation systems and visitor
resources such as hotels will, in turn, decrease consumption of natural
resources, particularly fossil fuels.
The project will be designed utilizing energy efficient standards and will reduce
the carbon footprint contribution, therefore helping meet the City of Sacramento’s
sustainability goal. The facility will be designed in accordance with City policy LU
8.1.5 LEED Standard for City-Owned Buildings, which requires LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Silver or equivalent standard.
Social Considerations. The project expands the SCC building capacity, makes
the building easier to navigate, expands the use of flexible space, upgrades the
interior and technology and includes indoor/outdoor meeting and function areas.
The project would improve accessibility to the meeting rooms, and would improve
internal circulation by better connecting pre-function and kitchen spaces to event
and meeting spaces. Improved internal building circulation would reduce
customer confusion and more efficiently deliver resources, equipment, and
catering to event spaces.
The creation of an active outdoor Activities Plaza between the SCC and the
Community Center Theater provides a new entertainment venue for smaller
community acts, and provides an outdoor performance space that compliments
events at the SCC and/or Community Center Theater, providing opportunities for
social interaction and civic activity resulting in a strengthened civic and public
realm.
Transportation. The SCC project will enhance pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and
passenger loading access to and around the project site.
x

Enhanced Pedestrian Access. Event attendees would access the SCC
facility via three primary locations, including the reconfigured J Street
Lobby (at 14th Street), the reconfigured West Lobby, and the new East
Lobby at the northwest corner of the K Street/15th Street intersection. The
project would include reconfigured sidewalks along the J Street,
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13th Street, and 15th Street frontages of the SCC facility. A new outdoor
Activities Plaza would include a pedestrian pathway traversing east-west
through the project site, connecting 13th Street with 14th Street along the
K Street alignment.
x

Bicycle Access. Event attendees accessing the SCC facility via bicycle
would utilize existing bike facilities on 13th Street (Class II north of L
Street and Class II south of L Street) and K Street (Class I west of 13th
Street, Class III east of 14th Street, and Class II east of 15th Street). New
bicycle storage would be provided near the West and East Lobbies.

x

Transit Access. Access to existing light rail transit and bus routes would
largely remain unchanged. The proposed SCC would be designed to
accommodate the future construction of a Downtown/Riverfront Streetcar
stop on J Street.

x

Passenger Loading. On-street passenger loading would be available at
two primary curbside locations surrounding the SCC. The south side of J
Street would continue to be signed and advertised for passenger loading
between 13th Street and 15th Street. A new passenger loading area
would be provided on the west side of 15th Street south of J Street near
the new SCC East Lobby. Both primary loading areas would provide onstreet bays to allow for passenger loading activity to occur outside of the
adjacent travel lane.

Having considered the benefits outlined above, the City Council finds that each
and every one of the benefits of approving the proposed project outweigh and
override the unavoidable adverse environmental effects associated with the
project, and therefore, the project’s unavoidable adverse environmental effects
are acceptable.
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CHAPTER 4
6DFUDPHQWR&RQYHQWLRQ&HQWHU5HQRYDWLRQ
DQG([SDQVLRQ3URMHFW0LWLJDWLRQ0RQLWRULQJ
3ODQ
4.1 Introduction
Public Resources Code section 21081.6 and section 15097 of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines require public agencies to establish monitoring or reporting
programs for projects approved by a public agency whenever approval involves the adoption of
either a mitigated negative declaration or specified environmental findings related to
environmental impact reports.
Separate Mitigation Monitoring Plans (MMPs) were prepared for the Sacramento Convention
Center Renovation and Expansion (SCC) project and the 15th/K Street Hotel (Hotel) project. The
intent of the MMPs is to track and successfully implement the mitigation measures identified
within the Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for the proposed projects Separate
MMPs were prepared to clearly delineate between the projects and allow for separate project
approval processes. The MMP for the SCC project is included in Table 4-1, below.

4.2 Mitigation Measures
The mitigation measures are taken from the Sacramento Convention Center Renovation and
Expansion and 15th/K Street Hotel Projects Draft EIR and are assigned the same number as in the
Draft EIR. The MMPs describe the actions that must take place to implement each mitigation
measure, the timing of those actions, and the entities responsible for implementing and
monitoring the actions. Mitigation measures that are applicable only to the SCC project, or to
both the SCC project and the Hotel project, are included in the MMP.

4.3 MMP Components
The components of the attached tables, which contain applicable mitigation measures, are
addressed briefly, below.
Impact: This column summarizes the impact stated in the Draft EIR.
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Mitigation Measure: All mitigation measures identified in the Sacramento Convention Center
Renovation and Expansion and 15th/K Street Hotel Projects Draft EIR applicable to the SCC
project will be presented, as revised in the Final EIR, and numbered accordingly.
Action(s): For every mitigation measure, one or more actions are described. The actions delineate
the means by which the mitigation measures will be implemented, and, in some instances, the
criteria for determining whether a measure has been successfully implemented. Where mitigation
measures are particularly detailed, the action may refer back to the measure.
Implementing Party: This item identifies the entity that will undertake the required action.
Timing: Implementation of the action must occur prior to or during some part of project
approval, project design or construction or on an ongoing basis. The timing for each measure is
identified.
Monitoring Party: The City of Sacramento is primarily responsible for ensuring that mitigation
measures are successfully implemented. Within the City, a number of departments and divisions
would have responsibility for monitoring some aspect of the overall project. Other agencies, such
as the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District, may also be responsible for
monitoring the implementation of mitigation measures. As a result, more than one monitoring
party may be identified.
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The project applicant shall implement the emission
reduction strategies contained in the SCC project
AQMP (see Appendix C2), or other strategies which
achieve equivalent reductions, as approved by the
SMAQMD, in order to achieve a minimum 16.4
percent reduction in NOxe. Endorsement of the AQMP
by the SMAQMD shall be obtained prior to issuance
of building permits. Documentation confirming
implementation of the AQMP shall be provided to the
SMAQMD and the City of Sacramento prior to
issuance of occupancy permits.

4.2-1

Project lighting shall not cause more than two footcandles of lighting intensity or direct glare from the
light source at any residential property.

4.1-2(d)

Prior to the issuance of a building permit for the SCC,
the City shall develop plans and specifications for the
proposed lighting displays and establish maximum
luminance levels for the displays subject to review
and approval of the City’s Urban Design Manager.
The City shall review and monitor the installation and
testing of the displays, in order to ensure compliance
with all City lighting regulations and these mitigations
measures.

4.1-2(c)

Exterior lighting included shall incorporate fixtures and
light sources that focus light on-site to minimize
spillover light.

4.1-2(a)

Mitigation Measure
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4.2-1:
Implementation of
the proposed
project could
conflict with or
obstruct
implementation of
an applicable air
quality plan.

4.2 Air Quality

4.1-2: The
proposed project
could create a
new source of
substantial light.

4.1 Aesthetics

Impact
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Implement the emission
reduction strategies contained
in the SCC project AQMP
(Appendix C2 of the EIR)
according to the parameters
described in Mitigation
Measure 4.2-1

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Endorsement
obtained prior to the
issuance of building
permits,
documentation
confirming
implementation of
AQMP provided prior
to issuance of
occupancy permits
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
(SMAQMD)

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department
City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Implement the project lighting
requirements described in
Mitigation Measure 4.1-2(d)

Prior to the issuance
of a building permit

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Prior to the issuance
of a building permit

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Develop plans, specifications,
and maximum luminance
levels for the proposed lighting
displays
Review and monitor the
installation and testing of the
displays

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Prior to the issuance
of a building permit

Timing

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

Implement the exterior lighting
requirements described in
Mitigation Measure 4.1-2(a)

Action(s)

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

4.2-2(a)

4.2-2:
Construction of
the proposed
project would
result in shortterm emissions of
NOX, PM10, and
PM2.5.

Cover or maintain at least two feet of free board
space on haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or
other loose material on the site. Any haul trucks that
would be traveling along freeways or major
roadways shall be covered.

Use wet power vacuum street sweepers to remove
any visible track-out mud or dirt onto adjacent
public roads at least once a day. Use of dry power
sweeping is prohibited.

Limit vehicle speeds on unpaved roads to 15
miles per hour (mph).

Pave all roadways, driveways, sidewalks, parking
lots as soon as possible. In addition, building pads
shall be laid immediately after grading unless
seeding or soil binders are used.

Minimize idling time either by shutting equipment
off when not in use or reducing the time of idling
to 5 minutes (as required by the state airborne
toxics control measure [Title 13, Section 2485 of
the California Code of Regulations]). Provide
clear signage that posts this requirement for
workers at the entrances to the site.

Maintain all construction equipment in proper
working condition according to manufacturer’s
specifications. The equipment shall be checked
by a certified mechanic and determine to be
running in proper condition before it is operated.

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Water all exposed surfaces two times daily.
Exposed surfaces include, but are not limited to
soil piles, graded areas, unpaved parking areas,
staging areas, and access roads.

x

The City shall require all construction plans to include
the following required SMAQMD Basic Construction
Emission Control Practices:

Mitigation Measure

Impact
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Include the SMAQMD Basic
Construction Emission Control
Practices described in
Mitigation Measure 4.2-2(a) in
all construction plans

Action(s)
City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
(SMAQMD)

Prior to the issuance
of demolition or
grading permits
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Monitoring Party

Timing

Provide a comprehensive inventory of all off-road
construction equipment, equal to or greater than
50 horsepower, that will be used an aggregate of
40 or more hours during any portion of the
proposed project to the City and the SMAQMD.
The inventory shall include the horsepower rating,
engine model year, and projected hours of use for
each piece of equipment. The construction
contractor shall provide the anticipated
construction timeline including start date, and
name and phone number of the project manager
and on-site foreman. This information shall be
submitted at least four business days prior to the
use of subject heavy-duty off-road equipment.
The inventory shall be updated and submitted
monthly throughout the duration of construction,
except that an inventory shall not be required for
any 30-day period in which no construction
activity occurs.

Provide a plan in conjunction with the equipment
inventory, approved by the SMAQMD,
demonstrating that the heavy-duty (50
horsepower or more) off-road vehicles to be used
in the construction project, including owned,
leased, and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a
project wide fleet-average 20 percent NOX
reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction
compared to the most recent CARB fleet average.
Acceptable options for reducing emissions may
include use of late model engines, low emission
diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit
technology, after-treatment products, and/or other
options as they become available.

x

x
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Include construction
equipment specifications listed
in Mitigation Measure 4.2-2(b)
in all construction plans

4.2-2(b)

The City shall require all construction plans to include
the following SMAQMD Enhanced Exhaust Control
Practices:

Action(s)

Mitigation Measure
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Impact
City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
(SMAQMD)

Prior to the issuance
of demolition or
grading permits
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Monitoring Party

Timing

If at the time of granting of each building permit,
the SMAQMD has adopted a more restrictive
regulation applicable to construction emissions,
the City may completely or partially replace this
mitigation with compliance with the new
regulation. Consultation with the SMAQMD prior
to construction will be necessary to make this
determination.

x

Water exposed soil with adequate frequency for
continued moist soil.

Suspend excavation, grading, and/or demolition
activity when wind speeds exceed 20 mph.

Install wind breaks (e.g., solid fencing) on
windward side(s) of construction areas.

Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or
wash off all trucks and equipment leaving the site.

x

x

x

x

The City shall require grading or improvement plans
to include the following SMAQMD Fugitive Dust
Control Practices:

4.2-2(c)

Emissions from all off-road diesel powered
equipment used on the project site shall not
exceed 40 percent opacity for more than three
minutes in any one hour. Any equipment found to
exceed 40 percent opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0)
shall be repaired immediately, and the City
SMAQMD shall be notified within 48 hours of
identification of non-compliant equipment.
A visual survey of all in-operation equipment shall
be made at least weekly, and a monthly summary
of the visual survey results shall be submitted
throughout the duration of the project, except that
the monthly summary shall not be required for
any 30-day period in which no construction
activity occurs. The monthly summary shall
include the quantity and type of vehicles surveyed
as well as the dates of each survey. The
SMAQMD and/or other officials may conduct
periodic site inspections to determine compliance.
Nothing in this measure shall supersede other
SMAQMD or state rules or regulations.

x

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Include construction
equipment specifications listed
in Mitigation Measure 4.2-2(c)
in all construction plans

Action(s)

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

Prior to the issuance
of demolition or
grading permits

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
(SMAQMD)

Monitoring Party

Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone
number and person to contact at the lead agency
regarding dust complaints. This person shall
respond and take corrective action within 48
hours. The phone number of the District shall also
be visible to ensure compliance.

x

x

The project applicant shall pay into the
SMAQMD’s construction mitigation fund to offset
construction-generated emissions of NOX that
exceed SMAQMD’s daily emission threshold of 85
ppd. The project applicants shall coordinate with
the SMAQMD for payment of fees into the HeavyDuty Low-Emission Vehicle Program designed to
reduce construction related emissions within the
region. Fees shall be paid based upon the
applicable current SMAQMD Fee. The applicants
shall keep track of actual equipment use and their
NOX emissions so that mitigation fees can be
adjusted accordingly for payment to the
SMAQMD.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, developers
shall quantify the construction emissions of NOX. The
City shall require all construction plans to include the
following SMAQMD off-site fee mitigation:

4.2-2(d)

Treat site accesses to a distance of 100 feet from
the paved road with a 6 to 12-inch layer of wood
chips, mulch, or gravel to reduce generation of
road dust and road dust carryout onto public
roads.

x

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Include the SMAQMD off-site
fee mitigation described in
Mitigation Measure 4.2-2(d) in
all construction plans

Quantify the construction
emissions of NOX

Action(s)

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

Prior to the issuance
of a building permit

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
(SMAQMD)

Monitoring Party

4.2-6

4.2-6:
Implementation of
the proposed
project would
contribute to
cumulative
increases in shortterm
(construction)
emissions.

a)

The applicant shall conduct any tree removal
activities required for project construction outside
of the migratory bird breeding season (February
1 through August 31) where feasible.

Measures may include, but would not be limited to:

If active nests are found during the survey, the
applicant shall implement mitigation measures to
ensure that the species will not be adversely affected,
which would include establishing a no-work bugger
zone (subject to conditional work within the buffer, as
described in sub-measure (b), below), as approved by
CDFW.

The project applicant shall conduct any tree removal
activities required for project construction outside of
the migratory bird breeding season (February 1
through August 31) where feasible. For any
construction activities that will occur between
February 1 and August 31, the applicant shall conduct
preconstruction surveys in suitable nesting habitat
within 50 feet of the construction area for nesting
migratory birds. Surveys shall be conducted by a
qualified biologist (one experienced with bird
surveys). In addition, all trees slated for removal
during the nesting season shall be surveyed by a
qualified biologist no more than 48-hours before
removal to ensure that no nesting birds are occupying
the tree.

4.3-1

Resolution 2018-0252

4.3-1: The
proposed project
could disturb
nesting migratory
birds.

4.3 Biological Resources

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.2-2.

Mitigation Measure

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Include tree removal timing
and/or tree protection
requirements on Grading and
Construction Plans

Conduct any tree removal and
construction activities
according to the parameters
described in Mitigation
Measure 4.3-1

Conduct nesting surveys prior
to tree removal

See Mitigation Measure 4.2-2

Action(s)

Between February 1
and August 31,
conduct surveys no
more than 48 hours
before tree removal

See Mitigation
Measure 4.2-2

See Mitigation
Measure 4.2-2

City of
Sacramento
Community
Development
Department,
project contractor

Timing

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, California
Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW)

See Mitigation Measure
4.2-2

Monitoring Party

b)

The purpose of archaeological monitoring;

How to identify archaeological resources;

How to respond to the discovery of a potential
resource; and

How to maintain proper discovery records and
adhere to professional protocols during
construction.

x

x

x

x

A preconstruction training session conducted by a
qualified archaeologist shall be held for all
construction personnel and staff performing
excavation activities on the project site. Training
materials shall address procedures to be follows and
appropriate conduct to be adhered to if unanticipated
archaeological materials are encountered during the
project work. All construction personnel involved in
earth moving activities shall attend preconstruction
training in person prior to the start of construction.
Training shall include:

4.4-1(a)

Resolution 2018-0252

4.4-1:
Construction of
the proposed
project could
cause a
substantial
adverse change in
the significance of
paleontological
resource, or an
archaeological
resource,
including human
remains or tribal
cultural resources.

Depending on conditions specific to each nest,
and the relative location and rate of construction
activities, it may be feasible for construction to
occur as planned within the buffer without
impacting the breeding effort. In this case (to be
determined on an individual basis, in consultation
with the City and CDFW), the nest(s) shall be
monitored by a qualified biologist during
construction within the buffer. If, in the
professional opinion of the monitor, the project
would impact the nest, the biologist shall
immediately inform the construction manager.
The construction manager shall stop construction
activities within the buffer until the nest is no
longer active. Completion of the nesting cycle
shall be determined by a qualified biologist.

Mitigation Measure

4.4 Cultural Resources

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

All construction personnel
involved in earth moving
activities will attend
preconstruction training
conducted by a qualified
archaeologist

Action(s)

Timing

City of Sacramento Prior to the start of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Cease work and notify the City City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

i.

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implement mitigation in
accordance with PRC Section
21083.2 and CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.4,
consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section
15126.4(b)(3)

3) If the City determines that the resource
qualifies as a historical resource or a unique
archaeological resource (as defined pursuant
to the CEQA Guidelines) and that the project
has potential to damage or destroy the
resource, mitigation shall be implemented in
accordance with PRC Section 21083.2 and
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4.
Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(b)(3), mitigation shall be
accomplished through either preservation in
place or, if preservation in place is not
feasible, data recovery through excavation.

Jun 19, 2018

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Coordinate with the
appropriate Native American
Tribal Representatives
regarding significance and
treatment of the resource as a
tribal cultural resource

2) In the event that the identified archaeological
resource is determined to be prehistoric, the
City and qualified archaeologist will
coordinate with and solicit input from the
appropriate Native American Tribal
Representatives regarding significance and
treatment of the resource as a tribal cultural
resource. Any tribal cultural resources
discovered during project work shall be
treated in consultation with the tribe, with the
goal of preserving in place with proper
treatment.

1) A qualified archaeologist, defined as one
meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s
Professional Qualifications Standards for
Archeology, shall inspect the findings within
24 hours of discovery and report the results of
the inspection to the City.

If prehistoric or historic period archaeological
resources are encountered during project
implementation, all construction activities within
100 feet shall halt and the City shall be notified.

In the event that unanticipated archaeological
resources and/or human remains are encountered
during construction, compliance with federal and
State regulations and guidelines regarding the
treatment of cultural resources and/or human remains
shall be required.

4.4-1(b)

Implementing
Party

Action(s)

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

During grounddisturbing activities
throughout project
implementation

During grounddisturbing activities
throughout project
implementation

During grounddisturbing activities
throughout project
implementation

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Prepare an Archaeological
Mitigation Plan, if necessary.

Prepare a treatment plan, if
necessary.

5) If avoidance or preservation in place is not
feasible, a qualified archaeologist shall
prepare and implement a detailed treatment
plan to recover the scientifically consequential
information from and about the resource,
which shall be reviewed and approved by the
City prior to any excavation at the resource
site.

6) Treatment of unique archaeological resources
shall follow the applicable requirements of
PRC Section 21083.2, including creation of a
treatment plan. Treatment for most resources
would consist of (but would not be limited to)
sample excavation, artifact collection, site
documentation, and historical research, with
the aim to target the recovery of important
scientific data contained in the portion(s) of
the significant resource to be impacted by the
project. The treatment plan shall include
provisions for analysis of data in a regional
context, reporting of results within a timely
manner, curation of artifacts and data at an
approved facility, and dissemination of reports
to local and state repositories, libraries, and
interested professionals.

Jun 19, 2018

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implementing
Party

Implement one of the actions
listed in Mitigation Measure
4.4-1(b)(i)(4)

Action(s)

4) If preservation in place is feasible, this may
be accomplished through one of the following
means: (1) modifying the construction plan to
avoid the resource; (2) incorporating the
resource within open space; (3) capping and
covering the resource before building
appropriate facilities on the resource site; or
(4) deeding the resource site into a
permanent conservation easement.

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

Following discovery
of a unique
archaeological
resource

Prior to ground
disturbance such as
grading and
excavation activities

Prior to ground
disturbance such as
grading and
excavation activities

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Cease work and notify the
City. Implement mitigation in
accordance with PRC Section
21083.2 and Section 15126.4
of the CEQA Guidelines, if
applicable. Develop a
treatment plan in consultation
with the City, if necessary.

If discovery is made of items of paleontological
interest, the contractor shall immediately cease
all work activities in the vicinity (within
approximately 100 feet) of the discovery. After
cessation of excavation the contractor shall
immediately contact the City. The contractor shall
not resume work until authorization is received
from the City. Any inadvertent discovery of
paleontological resources during construction
shall be evaluated by a qualified paleontologist. If
it is determined that the project could damage a
unique paleontological resource (as defined
pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines), mitigation
shall be implemented in accordance with PRC
Section 21083.2 and Section 15126.4 of the
CEQA Guidelines. If avoidance is not feasible,
the paleontologist shall develop a treatment plan
in consultation with the City.

iii.

Jun 19, 2018

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department, project
contractor

Cease work and notify the
County Coroner. Follow the
protocol for further notification
including to the NAHC, if
applicable. Contact the Native
American Heritage
Commission to identify the
Most Likely Descendant, if
applicable.

In the event of discovery or recognition of any
human remains during project implementation,
project construction activities within 100 feet of
the find shall cease until the Sacramento County
Coroner has been contacted to determine that no
investigation of the cause of death is required. If
the County Coroner determines the remains are
of Native American origin, they shall contact the
NAHC to identify the Most Likely Descendant
(MLD). The MLD shall be asked to make a
recommendation to the landowner for treating or
disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human
remains and any associated grave goods as
provided in Public Resources Code Section
5097.98. The City shall comply with requirements
identified by the NAHC for the appropriate means
of treating the human remains and any
associated funerary objects (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5[d]).

ii.

Implementing
Party

Action(s)

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

During grounddisturbing activities
throughout project
implementation

During grounddisturbing activities
throughout project
implementation

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Mitigation Measure

All heavy construction equipment and all
stationary noise sources (such as diesel
generators) shall have manufacturer-installed
mufflers.

Construction equipment staging areas shall be
located as far as feasible from residential areas
while still serving the needs of construction
contractors.

Use of auger displacement for installation of
foundation piles, if feasible (if underlying soils do
not require driven piles). If impact pile driving is
required, sonic pile drivers shall be used, unless
engineering studies are submitted to the City that
show this is not feasible, based on geotechnical
considerations.

Prior to construction activities, the building
management of the Saint Paul’s Episcopal
Church and Maydestone apartment building shall
be notified of the construction schedule, as well
as the name and contact information of the
project disturbance coordinator.

Machines or equipment shall not start up prior to
7:00 a.m., Monday through Saturday, and prior to
9:00 a.m. on Sunday.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

The City shall include in all building permits a
requirement that the contractor shall ensure that the
following measures are implemented during all
phases of construction within the SCC and Hotel
areas:

4.8-1

Resolution 2018-0252

4.8-1:
Construction of
the proposed
project could
generate noise
that would conflict
with City
standards or
result in
substantial
temporary or
periodic increase
in ambient noise
levels.

4.8 Noise and Vibration

Impact

Implementing
Party
Timing

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Implement restrictions for
machine or equipment start
times as described in
Mitigation Measure 4.8-1.

70 of 82

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Notify building management of City of Sacramento During all phases of
the Saint Paul’s Episcopal
Community
construction
Church and Maydestone
Development
apartment building of
Department, project
construction schedule and
contractor
project disturbance
coordinator contact
information.

Jun 19, 2018

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implement auger
displacement or sonic pile
driver requirements.

City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Locate construction
City of Sacramento During all phases of
equipment staging areas away
Community
construction
from residential areas.
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implement the requirement for City of Sacramento During all phases of
manufacturer-installed
Community
construction
mufflers to be on all heavy
Development
equipment or stationary noise Department, project
sources.
contractor

Action(s)

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor
City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor
City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

Provide acoustical shielding
for stationary construction
equipment.

Minimize equipment idling
time.

Designate a disturbance
coordinator responsible for
responding to any complaints
about construction activities.

Provide written notice and
project disturbance
coordinator contact
information to all known
occupied noise-sensitive uses
within 400 feet of project site
boundary at least 2 weeks
prior to the start of each
construction phase.

Stationary construction equipment, such as
compressors, shall be placed away from nearby
residential areas and shall provide acoustical
shielding.

Idling times of equipment shall be minimized
either by shutting equipment off when not in use
or reducing maximum idling time to 5 minutes.

The City (SCC) and/or the project applicant or its
designee (Hotel) shall designate a disturbance
coordinator and conspicuously post this person’s
number around the project site, in adjacent public
spaces, and in construction notifications. The
disturbance coordinator, in coordination with the
City, shall be responsible for responding to any
complaints about construction activities. The
disturbance coordinator shall receive all public
complaints about construction disturbances and,
in coordination with the City, is responsible for
determining the cause of the complaint and
implementation of feasible measures to alleviate
the problem.

The City (SCC) and/or the project applicant or its
designee (Hotel) shall provide written notice to all
known occupied noise-sensitive uses (i.e.,
residential, religious, lodging) within 400 feet of
the edge of the project site boundary at least 2
weeks prior to the start of each construction
phase of the construction schedule, as well as
the name and contact information of the project
disturbance coordinator.

g)

h)

i)

j)

Jun 19, 2018

City of Sacramento During all phases of
Community
construction
Development
Department, project
contractor

Implement restrictions for
delivery of materials and
equipment as described in
Mitigation Measure 4.8-1.

Delivery of materials and equipment shall not
occur prior to 7:00 a.m. nor past 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday, and prior to 9:30 a.m.
nor past 6:00 p.m. on Sunday.

Timing

f)

Implementing
Party

Action(s)

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-1.

4.8-6

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-1(c).

4.8-5(a)

Resolution 2018-0252

4.8-6: The
proposed project
would result in
exposure of
people to
cumulative
increases in
construction noise
levels.

4.8-5:
Construction of
the proposed
project could
expose existing
and/or planned
buildings, and
persons within, to
vibration that
could disturb
people and
damage buildings.

4.8-3

4.8-3: Operation of
uses developed
pursuant to the
proposed project
could introduce
new stationary
noise sources that
could result in a
substantial
permanent
increase in
ambient exterior
noise levels in the
project vicinity or
conflict with the
City of Sacramento
noise standards.

The project applicant shall be required to limit
speakers at outdoor stages to be no louder than
100 dBA measured five (5) feet from the source.

Mitigation Measure

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

See Mitigation Measure 4.8-1

See Mitigation Measure 4.81(c)

Implement speaker limitations
as described in Mitigation
Measure 4.8-3

Action(s)

Timing

See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-1

See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-1(c)

See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-1

See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-1(c)

City of Sacramento Prior to the issuance
of building permits
Community
Development
Department

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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See Mitigation Measure
4.8-1

See Mitigation Measure
4.8-1(c)

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Pedestrian Flows: Through pedestrian flow
management, pedestrians do no spill out of
sidewalks onto streets with moving vehicles, or
out of crosswalks when crossing the street,
particularly along J Street, K Street, 13th Street,
and 15th Street.

Bicycle Flows: During event that utilize the
outdoor Activities Plaza, ensure that east-west
bicycle travel is accommodated within the vicinity
of the SCC (between 13th and 14th streets).

Vehicle Queuing: Traffic on eastbound J Street
does not queue back due to event-related traffic,
particularly eastbound right-turning vehicles
conflicting with pedestrians crossing the south leg
crosswalk at the J Street/13th Street intersection.

Bus/Paratransit: Specific locations are provided
to accommodate public buses and paratransit
vehicle stops within one block of the SCC.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Implement Event Transportation Management Plan
(ETMP) to the satisfaction of the City Traffic Engineer
and subject to the performance standards set forth
within it including:

4.9-2

Resolution 2018-0252

4.9-2: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect public
transit operations.

4.9 Transportation

4.8-7(a)

4.8-7: The
proposed project
would contribute
to cumulative
construction that
could expose
existing and/or
planned buildings,
and persons
within, to
significant
vibration.

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-5(a).

Mitigation Measure

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Implement ETMP subject to
the performance standards
and Implementation Options
described in Mitigation
Measure 4.9-2

See Mitigation Measure
4.8-5(a)

Action(s)
See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-5(a)

Timing

City of Sacramento During large events
with a combined
Department of
daily attendance of
Public Works
5,000 persons or
more between the
SCC and hotel event
space at the SCC
facility

See Mitigation
Measure 4.8-5(a)

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

See Mitigation Measure
4.8-5(a)

Monitoring Party

5.

Ridesharing: Specific locations are provided for
pick-up / drop-off areas such that Transportation
Network Companies (e.g., Uber, Lyft), taxis, and
other ridesharing services do no impede
vehicular or pedestrian flow.

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Action(s)

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
Timing

Monitoring Party
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Truck Staging: Delivery trucks exclusively use the
truck bays located along K Street west of
15th Street and do not block vehicular or bicycle
access for extended periods of time.

x

Convert the northbound approach to
right-turn only and prohibit through
movements using traffic cones and
advance warning signage.
Convert the southbound approach to one
through lane and one left-turn lane using
traffic cones and advance warning
signage.
Prohibit use of the east leg crosswalk
using barricades and TCOs.
Operate the north/south approaches as
permissive (i.e., operate concurrently)
signal phases.
Maintain same cycle length to facilitate
coordinated through traffic progression,
though signal offset may need to be
adjusted.

-

-

-

-

-

1. Implement Option 1 (illustrated in Figure
4.9-22), which includes the following
temporary measures:

At the J Street/13th Street intersection, position
equipment and multiple traffic control officers
(TCOs) and operate the intersection in one of the
following two ways:

The ETMP is included in Appendix L. It would be
implemented for all large events with a combined
daily attendance of 5,000 persons or more between
the SCC and hotel event space. Due to the variation
in event size, type, location, and travel characteristics,
specific ETMP elements should be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis to determine the appropriateness
for a specific event day. Key ETMP elements relevant
to large events centered at the SCC facility include
the following:

6.

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Action(s)

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
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Timing

Monitoring Party
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TCOs prohibit vehicles from entering the
intersection during a 20-second
pedestrian crossing window, whereby
TCOs wave through pedestrians to cross
at all marked crosswalks and diagonally
through the intersection.
TCOs prohibit pedestrians from entering
crosswalks outside of the pedestrian
crossing window and wave through
vehicles. TCOs provide approximately 50,
17, and 13 seconds for the eastbound,
northbound, and southbound vehicular
flows, respectively. These approaches
would maintain the same lane
configurations as currently present.

-

-

At the K Street/13th Street intersection, position
multiple TCOs to manage pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flows.

Install replacement bus stop on 15th Street near
J Street. Potential replacement options include:

ii.

a. Installation of bus stop on the west side of
15th Street immediately south of J Street,
north of proposed passenger loading zone.

Coordinate with relevant transit providers, as
necessary, to identify a suitable replacement bus
stop location and design that does not
substantially alter existing service operations.

i.

4.9-3

x

TCOs temporarily take control of the
intersection and switch signal operations
to flashing red.

-

2. Implement Option 2 (illustrated in Figure
4.9-23), which includes the following
temporary measures:

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

4.9-3: The
proposed project
could fail to
adequately
provide access to
transit.

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Implement the actions listed in
Mitigation Measure 4.9-3

Action(s)

Timing

City of Sacramento Prior to the closure of
Department of
the existing bus stop
Public Works

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

Ensure that the replacement bus stop is
constructed and operational prior to the closure
of the existing bus stop.

During outdoor events, ensure that east-west
bicycle travel is accommodated within the vicinity
of the SCC (between 13th and 14th streets).
Potential options include:

ii.

b. Provide viable east-west bicycle detour
around the SCC site during outdoor events.
Detours should be sufficiently signed and
marked to provide bicyclists with a clear path
of travel.

a. Maintain clear path of travel along the
planned bicycle travel pathway through the
project site during outdoor events. Situate
fencing and/or barriers in a manner that does
not physically block the planned bike path.
Install signage notifying event attendees of
the presence of the bike path and
discouraging event attendees from dwelling
on the path.

As part of the event transportation management
plan (ETMP), station multiple traffic control
officers (TCOs) at the K Street/13th Street
intersection to facilitate bicycle crossings during
large events.

i.

4.9-4(a)

iii.

b. Integration of bus stop within the proposed
SCC passenger loading zone on 15th Street.
The bus stop should include enhanced
passenger amenities including shelter,
seating, and transit information signage.
A portion of the loading zone should be
reserved for exclusive use by public transit
operators. Sufficient curb space should be
reserved to accommodate at least one
standard 40-foot bus at a given time.

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

4.9-4: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect existing or
planned bicycle
facilities or fail to
provide for access
by bicycle.

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Implement the actions listed in
Mitigation Measure 4.9-4(a).

Action(s)

City of
Sacramento
Department of
Public Works

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

During large or
outdoor events within
the vicinity of the
SCC

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Monitoring Party

J Street/15th Street intersection – west leg

b. At the K Street/13th Street intersection,
position multiple TCOs to manage pedestrian
and vehicular flows.

a. At the J Street/13th Street intersection, under
Option 1 described above, extend walk
intervals to 60, 60, and 21 seconds for the
north, south, and west leg crossings,
respectively. Under Option 2, TCOs would
take manual control of the intersection and
operate the intersection with a 20-second
pedestrian crossing window.

As part of the ETMP, implement the following
temporary measures (illustrated in Figure 4.9-24):

d. K Street/15th Street intersection – all legs

c.

b. J Street/14th Street intersection – east and
west legs

a. J Street/13th Street intersection – all legs

Install 15-foot wide continental crosswalks at the
following locations:

Resolution 2018-0252

Implement the ETMP (included in Appendix L) for all
large events with a combined daily attendance of
5,000 persons or more between the SCC and hotel
event space. Due to the variation in event size, type,
location, and travel characteristics, specific ETMP
elements should be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis to determine the appropriateness for a specific
event day. Key ETMP elements relevant to large
events centered at the hotel event space include the
following:

4.9-5(b)

i.

ii.

b. K Street/15th Street intersection – northeast,
southeast, and southwest corners

a. J Street/13th Street intersection – northwest
corner

Install pedestrian bulbouts at the following
locations:

4.9-5(a)

4.9-5: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect existing or
planned
pedestrian
facilities or fail to
provide for access
to pedestrians.

i.

Mitigation Measure

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Review and implement key
ETMP elements as described
in Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(b)

Implement the temporary
measures described in
Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(a)(iii)

Implement the actions listed in
Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(a).

Action(s)

City of
Sacramento
Department of
Public Works

City of
Sacramento
Department of
Public Works

City of
Sacramento
Department of
Public Works

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

During all large
events with a
combined daily
attendance of 5,000
persons or more
between the SCC
and hotel event
space
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City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

Prior to the issuance
of building permits

During large events
centered at the SCC
facility

Monitoring Party

Timing

Position a single Traffic Control Officer at the
K Street/15th Street and K Street/16th Street
intersections to monitor conditions.

At the K Street/13th Street intersection, position
multiple TCOs to manage pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flows. Position traffic cones and
warning signage along east curbside to prevent
passenger loading activity from blocking
crosswalks.

b.

c.

i.

The number of truck trips, time, and day of
street closures

Time of day of arrival and departure of trucks

Limitations on the size and type of trucks,
provision of a staging area with a limitation on
the number of trucks that can be waiting

Provision of a truck circulation pattern

Identification of detour routes and signing
plan for street closures

o

o

o

o

o

Before issuance of any demolition or building
permits for any phase of the project, the project
applicant shall prepare a detailed Construction
Traffic Management Plan that will be subject to
review and approval by the City Department of
Public Works, in consultation with affected transit
providers, and local emergency service providers
including the City of Sacramento Fire and Police
departments. The plan shall ensure that
acceptable operating conditions on local
roadways are maintained. At a minimum, the plan
shall include:

4.9-6(a)

Prohibit westbound traffic from entering the
segment of K Street between 15th Street and
16th Street. Position traffic cones, barricades, and
signage to prohibit northbound left-turn and
westbound through movements at the K Street/
16th Street intersection.

a.

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

4.9-6: The
proposed project
could cause
constructionrelated traffic
impacts.

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Prepare a detailed
Construction Traffic
Management Plan to ensure
that acceptable operating
conditions on local roadways
are maintained.

Action(s)

City of Sacramento
Department of
Public Works,
project contractor

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

Prior the issuance of
any demolition or
building permits for
any phase of the
project

Timing
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City of Sacramento
Department of Public
Works

Monitoring Party

The project applicant, in coordination with the
City of Sacramento, Regional Transit, and other
transit providers within the project vicinity and
subject to their approval, shall identify temporary
bus stop locations and cause ADA-compliant
replacement bus stop facilities to be constructed
in place of any bus stops that need to be
temporarily closed during project construction.
The relocation of bus stops may have a
secondary impact related to the loss/relocation of
a small number of on-street parking spaces
and/or loading zones. This secondary impact
would not be significant.

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-2 (SCC) (ETMP).

4.9-7(a)

ii.

Provisions for pedestrian and bicycle safety

o

A copy of the approved construction traffic
management plan shall be submitted to local
emergency response agencies and transit
providers, and these agencies shall be notified at
least 30 days before the commencement of
construction that would partially or fully obstruct
roadways.

Manual traffic control when necessary

Proper advance warning and posted signage
concerning street/lane closures

o

Maintain safe and efficient access routes for
emergency vehicles and transit

o

o

Provision of driveway access plan so that
safe vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle
movements are maintained (e.g., steel plates,
minimum distances of open trenches, and
private vehicle pick up and drop off areas)

o

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

4.9-7: The
proposed project
could worsen
cumulative
conditions at
intersections in
the City of
Sacramento.

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

See Mitigation Measure 4.9-2

Identify temporary bus stop
locations and cause ADAcompliant replacement bus
stop facilities to be
constructed, if necessary.

Action(s)

Timing

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-2

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-2

City of Sacramento During project
construction
Department of
Public Works

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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See Mitigation Measure
4.9-2

City of Sacramento
Department of Public
Works, Regional Transit

Monitoring Party

4.9-8(b)

a)

Require the proposed projects to pay the
established CSS mitigation fee.

The City shall manage wastewater from the project
sites such that it shall not exceed existing CSS
capacity by implementing the following methods:

4.10-1

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-5(a) (SCC), which
identifies various crosswalk widenings, signal timing
modifications, and other ETMP elements.

4.9-11(a)

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-4(a) (SCC), which
identifies the need for bicycle improvement elements
in an ETMP.

4.9-10(a)

Final SCC project site plan shall not prohibit
construction, by others, of future Downtown Riverfront
Streetcar stop on the south side of J Street east of
13th Street.

Resolution 2018-0252

4.10-1: The
proposed project
could discharge
additional
wastewater and
stormwater flows
to the City’s CSS
that could exceed
existing system
capacity.

4.10 Utilities

4.9-11: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect planned
pedestrian facilities
or fail to provide for
access for
pedestrians under
cumulative
conditions.

4.9-10: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect planned
bicycle facilities or
fail to provide for
access by bicycle
under cumulative
conditions.

4.9-8(a)

4.9-8: The
proposed project
could adversely
affect cumulative
public transit
operations.

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.9-2 (SCC) (ETMP).

Mitigation Measure

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

Pay the established CSS
mitigation fee and pay share
for improvements to upsize or
upgrade the CSS
infrastructure. Fair share fees
would be assessed on a
phased basis

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-5(a)

See Mitigation Measure
4.9-5(a)

City of Sacramento To be determined,
consistent with
Department of
buildout of each of
Utilities
the proposed
projects

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-5(a)

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-4(a)

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-4(a)

See Mitigation Measure
4.9-4(a)

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-2

See Mitigation
Measure 4.9-2
City of Sacramento Prior the issuance of
any demolition or
Community
building permits
Development
Department

Timing

Implementing
Party

Ensure SCC project site plan
will not prohibit construction of
future Downtown Riverfront
Streetcar.

See Mitigation Measure 4.9-2

Action(s)

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
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City of Sacramento
Public Works
Department

See Mitigation Measure
4.9-5(a)

See Mitigation Measure
4.9-4(a)

City of Sacramento
Community
Development
Department

See Mitigation Measure
4.9-2

Monitoring Party

To the extent that the proposed projects would
require localized upsizing of existing CSS
infrastructure for service, the proposed projects
shall pay their fair share for improvements to
upsize or upgrade the CSS infrastructure. Fair
share fees would be assessed and CSS
improvements would be implemented, on a
phased basis, consistent with buildout of each of
the proposed projects.

Implement Mitigation Measure 4.10-1.

4.10-3

b)

Mitigation Measure

Resolution 2018-0252

4.10-3:
Implementation of
the proposed
project, in
combination with
other cumulative
development,
would contribute
to cumulative
increases in
demand for
wastewater and
stormwater
facilities.

Impact

Jun 19, 2018

See Mitigation Measure
4.10-1

Action(s)

See Mitigation
Measure 4.10-1

Implementing
Party

TABLE 4-1
SACRAMENTO CONVENTION CENTER MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

See Mitigation
Measure 4.10-1

Timing

82 of 82

See Mitigation Measure
4.10-1

Monitoring Party

